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fbe Com law controversy was one of the most im­
portant issues in Croat Britain during the early nineteenth 
century* Previous research concerning this subject focused 
primarily on the repeal of the Com laws rather than, the 
events surrounding the evolution of the laws* fhis work is 
the first attempt by any author to examine and evaluate 
william Gobbett *s observations on the Cora laws* As a promi­
nent, influential, and often controversial writer, Oobbett 
.accomplished more than to merely record events* his pen also 
contributed toward, shaping public opinion* During a. climactic 
period of extensive change in every phase of British life, 
the voice of Oobbett was heard * A study of Cobbett ’s observa­
tion© on the Com laws, when viewed, within the framework of 
the happenings of his day, not only illustrates the type of 
man Oobbett was, but reflects his effect on public thought, 
and reveals his interpretation of conditions surrounding the 
formulation of the Com laws*
this study begins with a background of British agri­
culture followed by an introduction to Oobbett, and a review 
of the economic and social changes that precipitated the 
enactment of the- Corn laws, in the early nineteenth, century* 
the primary laws under discussion are those of 1804 and 1813*
The emphasis of the study is on the reaction to pending' 
legislation* therefore#: the work terminates with the 
passage of the Corn law of 1813* Quotations from Oobbett fs 
articles were selected from his famous yolltloal Be&lafcer» 
limeere- appreciation is hereby expressed to Dr* A* 
.Stanley friekett*. Chairman of the History Department# for 
his inspiration and guidance throughout my graduate work 
and whose encouragement was the impetus to- the completion 
of this study* Also* to the Oene Bppley library Staff, 
particularly Miss Dougherty who secured those many books 
through inter-library loam, thank you for your help and. 
consideration*
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v>: , Brief History of Agriculture'
Smooth e*t$ wMsni downs in. hills and tmlleye of end*-* 
lose mrieiy' 00 to height m& depth and shape; rich 
eorr^ lard, wamcumbered by fences; meadows la due 
proportion, and those -watered at pleasure! and, lastly 
the homesteads* and Tillages sheltered in' winter and 
shaded in summer by lofty and beautiful trees * * **
With these words* William Oobbett described the 
Wiltshire oomtryside* fhi© scene, mo doubt,* brought to 
memory the time of his youth when land was untouched by 
progress lire agriculture* people had been content, and famine 
and distress were not stalling about the country*
In the eighteenth century the open field system, of 
agriculture had altered little from, the system established 
in the Middle Ages*, the arable# meadows* and waste or com** 
mens remained* Separate owners* according to eastern* farmed 
the scattered strips of arable land while the meadows were 
shared during the haying season and afterward used for pae~ 
tore* the common land was of vital Importance to the very 
poor! for there, regardless of status*, a. man could pasture
William .Oobbett* Bural Mies* Oct* t* 1826; cited by 
A* M* D* Hughes Cod*)*. Cofebett* 'Selections with H&siltt*© 
l§say (Oxfordi Clarendon, Press* lislJ*1pi 61* .........
2a cow* hunt game for his table* or cut peat and turf for a
winter fire* ■ Until the middle of the eighteenth century*
agriculture was a aeXf-sufficing industry and the parishes
%
remained isolated* fhe traditional farming community, cen­
tering in the village* included the lord of the manor whose 
holdings dated fro®' feudal times; proprietors, and freehold* 
era., generally designated as *• yeoman,** some of whom were men 
of great wealth; copyholders and tenant farmers, often of
considerable status! and cottagers * squatters, and farm serv-
4ants* who constituted the primary source of farm labor* 
forces had been in motion for some time that would result in 
the disintegration of the inelastic common field system* 
Compact and rather modern farms, operated by tenant fanners# 
were gradually replacing cultivation of open fields by free­
holders and tenants* Another important change was apparent;
sthe commercial landlord was replacing the country squire*'
■As the enterprising landlord altered his modus operand! to a
pJ5* C* &* Conner, Common land and. Incloamre {london: 
.Macmillan and Co., 1912), pp. 15, 33 s William Ounningham, fhe 
Orewth of Baclish Industry and Ceaaaeroe (2 vole*! Cambridge; 
University"'frees, 18921, fl7f04? Anthony Wood,. lineteenth 
Century Britain ylomdoni lorgmans* Orson and ISpSJ, 
p* '7*; j* 1*' and Barbara Hammond, Jhe Milage. 'labOMge^  1760- 
1832 (London* Longmans, Green and Co ♦ 719317* pp* 3-4 •
"'lord Brnle [E* B. fro there], Iiyglish .farming fast 
and Present- (6th ed*; London: Helnemann7 lSul)* P« 29*
%ammoad, o£* £it*, p* 4*
%enner# op* cit** p* 40; Cunningham, op* Mi*,
P* 204; Wood, loc* cit*
more efficient basis the common fields ant wastes, which
had escaped enclosure -during the medieval period and the era
$of the tutors* were absorbed a t m  accelerated rate* the 
small farmers* ■•yeomen** copyholders, cottagers# and squat­
ter© were forced to abandon a way of life as the great 
proprietors# many of whom belonged, to.' the aristocratic 
nobility* extended and consolidated their holdings* these 
m m  took great- pride in their' beautiful newly constructed 
Georgian houses surrounded by lovely gardens; the houses and 
grounds, indeed* presented a work of art* the country gentry
with their power and' prestige became the backbone 4f the
7landed interest*-
In concert with the changing countryside* industrial- 
1 sat ion gained momentum* Consequently* new Job & became 
available in the metropolitan centers to laborers no longer 
having land ties* After 1765 market demand© increased* and 
expanding trade was fed by manufactured as well as
€The ieport of the Committee on Waste lands in 17ft 
listed; Queen Anne.* i acts* enclosing 1*439 acres; Geo 1*
16 acts* enclosing 17*660 acre©'; fee II, 226 acts enclosing 
3ia*77S' acres* Gtolll {fro® 1760 to 1797)* 1*538 acts en­
closing 2,804*197 acres* 1fA Dissertation on the Corn-trade 
and the Depreciation of Honey* from "Mr* Chalmers- Estimate* * 
.as cited by Charles laith* tracts - an. the Com. trade (London: 
Itoekdale#. 1804)* p.* 876*'
?W. iasbach* A History gg the English 
labourer (London; P, 8, ling & Ion* 1908)'#”" p*"109i- Hammond 
op, cit,, pp, 5-7; Asa Briggs * the, t o  of .Imnrov^ent 
fEondons Longmans* Green and Co*# 19597* pp# 11* 35#
aCumingha®, gg* MS** P* 482*
4
agriottltetal preiuetfif^
. the eighteenth century also brought m generation of 
Itltfi and espertoeubalists to the field of agriculture* 
lord "tornip1* TmmMhmM promoted turoip~growing to the fieldsj 
William iaiieweii was a prominent livestock breeder? Coke of 
lolkta® topreved crops by deep plevtog ant wing rotations and 
dethre toll made advances in £mm. machinery# toll published 
lew ffiaegjj Boeing lusbfitidrv to 1751 giving tot results of hie 
peeearth which inspired others to experiment, ^ About a 
century later# Oobbett visited toll * a farm 5 he commented that
1 A
the ■ euLilv&tors of ingiiini were deeply indebted t# toll, 
the contributions of these men helped change the face of the 
countryside* Arthur. Toung, famous agricultural writer, became 
the champion of improvements ♦ toe theory advanced by Toung 
emphasised that the wealthier farmers became, the more the 
population would increase and the rente would be driven, 
higher? thus spurring the farmer to improve his cultivation
iunnin#iam# $& * cit** p* 482.
1*. 1* Ourtler, .4 Ihort 
T....ire lOxforit 01ar^don_''»eiS# 19u9i* fl 1SS1 i* 1* 
.iltooiSonr the Relations of Kents* Wages* and Profits in 
Agriculture' and tKSlr leartog on'tore!'leMnulalton flohdom 1 
^  SlmeeSBeto'^ to*# IfSflTpp* 26-29?'’Briggs, ;gp# elf#* 
&&W126*
mlltom Oobbett* Rural. tide© (2 vole*? iomdoiu 
J* 1, Bent * ions# £td«« l&STTXi '57."
5
11method©* He opposed slovenly methods- of farming* fro®
his pea came pamphlets and reports iieaemia&ting agricultural
1 2ideas, collecting statistics,'and recording experiments* 
Increasing consumer needs gave progressive farming aided 
impetus; additional land w m  required to feed an expanding 
nation and Young pointed the way* Be was joined by two other 
prominent advocates of enclosure^lord Sheffield and dames 
iknderson. Sheffield pushed for greater cultivation of waste 
lands apart, from legislation while Anderson urged that culti­
vation be extended by the passing of a new Com law*^
History of the Corn laws 
Boene&le# political* and social conditions motivated 
the promulgation of the Corn laws* producer, consumer, and 
government 'all played an active role during the various 
phase of Com law history* In treat Britain* corn generally
In 1772, Young wrote, 1 If it be demanded how such 
.ill courses are to he stopped, I answer raise their rents* 
first with moderation and if that does not bring forth in­
dustry# double them* But if yon would have a vigorous cul­
ture- to go forwards, throw 15 or .20 of these farms into one, 
as fast .as- the present occupiers drop off*” Arthur Young,
A Six Months four through the.'forth of Ingland (6 vols.s
H, D. Traill and J, 3. Nam (eds.), Social Bag!and 
(6 vols,; Hew forks . G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1909')'," V, 622.
■^Donald Grove Barnes, A History of tfr, Bngliah Oom 
laws from 1660-1846 (londons GV Routledge & Sons, ltd,,
1955), p. 80.
■6
connotes wheat but the Com haws refer to other grains as
well.14 The laws Included the prohibition of exporting or
transporting of grain from one district to another? statutes
15against forestaller©, engrosser© and regraters? and the
1 6Assize .of Bread, which regulated the size of the loaf by
the price of com until the reign of George 111#
The first Corn law was enacted in 1225# twenty-six 
acts were entered on the statute books prior to 1550* The 
development of the London market began to influence the grain 
trade as early as the sixteenth century. With the increase 
of internal trade and commerce, the Act of 1552 was passed 
against regraters? provision was made for grain to be trans­
ported freely from one port to another with licensing required
17by the government* In the Elizabethan reign, exportation of
14^Usually in the Parliamentary debates the discussions 
concerned wheat* the English refer to American com as maize. 
0* B. Fay, The Corn Law© and Social- England (London: Cambridge 
University Press,•193577 pV 1.-
1*5^Forestallere "anticipated the market by buying good 
outside? regratersbought to sell again in the same market? , 
engrossers bought standing corn#*1 ■Traill, oja* cit*, 7., 670*
The Assize of Bread formed a portion of the system 
which regulated food and drink? Justices of the Peace "set 
the assize'1 or adjusted the weight quality and the price of 
bread to current wheat prices making additional allowances. 
for the‘baker. Ernie, op* cit*, p. 496*
17Persons buying corn to sell again were subjected ' 
to heavy penalties? a third ‘offense could result in forfeit­
ure of the goods and imprisonment• 5 and 6 Ed* ¥1* c* 14*
m m  w m  allowed tjpon payment of & inly of Is* per quarter 
**ia square rigged vessels* British owned* at such times as 
the price# thereof shall ho so reasonable and moderate whoa 
m  pmblMiifm shall ho mad# -either by tht qmetti1# frooiam#** 
tion or by order of judges of assise* or at the quarter 
sessions * * ■* ^  this' measure was typical of the- paternal 
huraauoraif of the tutors# which kept a close hand over all 
affairs of the government* With the breakdown in oonoilar 
goverimenb in 1641# the curtain hat' fallen on the day Of in­
ternal regulations# the focus of legislation in 1660 ant 
1.665 was on eternal trade 1 colonial expansion ant commercial 
growth went hand in hand with the development of trade and
markets abroad* the Act of 1660 was the first of the cent-
P0-ury to impose a duty on imports# the rate was 2s- per 
quarter when the price of wheat, at- the port of .importation 
.was below 44s* f 4d. m s  charged whom the price was above 44s* 
Bxport of wheat was allowed if prices- did not exceed 40s* per' 
quarter* . fhe import rate was raised to 5a* 4d* and the point 
below which the duty was to -be- collected was raised to 4ia* 
by. the Act of 166}-* this measure also legalised the engross­
ing of com and storage in granaries*^
^f&e ####### A# a aeesw* ef wkeat equal to 8 Mshelg,
W 13 SUg., c. m. (1570)
8the statutory system of iwtpiettog exportation to
toterect of to# consumer became incompatible with develop-
■ ■ 2 Stog mercantilism*' "■ m  a result of tot mew policy, British 
agriculture ■ was- prompted to turn from sheep raising to cuttle 
farming and com production* legislation favored too produc­
er by permitting- importation only when corn was above a 
certain price, Eestoration legislation provided for expanding 
foreign markets ami' atouXftoceuely stiimiXated agriculture*^ 
the Act of 1670 for the improvement of filing# and toe Breed­
ing of Cattle raised toe rates of duty and the prices at which 
these duties were effective as follows:
1663 5s* 44* when price of wheat did not exceed
48s* per quarter at port of importation
f o
li?0 , 8s* per quarter when price was between 
53®* 44* and 80s,; and 16s* per quarter 
when below 93©* 44*
Exportation was permitted, at .all, times providing the poundage
was pald,^
.According to fras to
■ the mercantile- system sought- Mto enrich the country 
by an advantageous balance of trade*" through the encourage­
ment of exportation ami iiscowagtmeht of importation.*. Adam 
.$m£tof topulnr. Mti ibt latore and. Om&pB.' of toe Wealth 
pf nations ' it wels* i' tomtei f " -lenrv IrowIiTn, 4777 ll* 155*
■ ■ J B t *  S I S * *  P *  9$ i a s b s e h ,  o p ,  S I S * *  P *  5 0 ,
24«2 Car. H» o. 15,
9
Market, the tot of 1673 ^supplies a link” in tie evolution 
from earlier com laws which merely allowed txjHorfeaticn and 
tie Bounty Act of X6&9* During .the five year period the law 
of-1673 was in force* over 160*000 was trained from tie ■ 
British treasury* fie Act was not renewed at expiration* 
but.was essentially reworded into tie Act of 1689 (sometimes 
Called tie Act of 1688} * a measure to later achieve a degree 
of importanost^^
fie Act of llSf* which would remain on the statute 
books' until 1814* was passed during tie early months of the 
reign of William and Mary* When wheat was 48s/ per quarter 
or under# rye 32s#* and;mait or barley 14s*. at any port of 
England or Walts, a bounty was to be given of 5b, on each 
omritr of wheat* 3s* 6d* on each of 'rye* and 2s* Id*,' on each 
of malt or barley* . Export was to be in British ships* and .to 
guard against fraudulent collection of payments* the com
26could not be landed again* tola was the first Bounty tot*■ 
Justification for the granting of the bounty m s  
offered and the measure was highly debated, in the latter half 
of the eighteenth century when it began to affect commerce 
and .agriculture and make serious demands on the British
2 n^, S* B* 0ras* Evolution oLf tof tegllsh -to 
Market (Cambridge, Maas * t Harvard tSHversliy Press , 1915) #
FTflf*' . ,. -
Wm* and lury#. 0* It*
treasury* ' After 1750, the law was both praised as evidence
of high statesmanship ami criticised m  wa bit of stupid
pfigovernmental interference.tf Oobbett later .stated that the 
law of 1688 "was passed with a view to .give a premium to the 
country gentlemen in order to obtain their consent to the 
imposition of the land tax,*®® Arthur fovmg declared in 
1774? ;Mfht desire was to give a premium to the landed Interest 
of the. Kingdom* in. return for the great exertion that they had 
made to place the crown on the head of ling William.n^ ® About 
a century after the Act was passed. Sir John Balrymplo, the 
writer,^asserted that the b^ounty was demanded by the 
Tories . . .* in return for their consenting to a land tax*
Adam Smith* s opinion was that the system of laws connected
”MIf the customs officers of the ports had insuffi­
cient money to pay the com debentures, such were to be certi­
fied and paid by the receiver' general in London*" Barnes,
“ *, >♦ 23*
m lh id** pp. 10-11*
^■William Oobbett, Selections from Oobbett fs Political 
■.» ed* John M. and JaseslTyobMttlE vols.j Londons 
Anne Oobbett, 1035), I, 4901 hereafter cited as Works *
^%ras, .op, cit*, p* 254, quoting Arthur Young, 
Political Arithmetic* ’ 1774* p* 2§#
^ Ihid*, as cited from 'Memoirs of gr§a|
of the Leaf Parliament ~:of Charles
_______ *_____  fettle of La lame (2d. ed.* TwX&Vi 17711,
I, 372. Leslie Stephens ana Sidney Lee (eis.) Mctionary of 
tetional Bioitranhy (Londons Oxford University fieSa,xbSs—*"' ’ 
192277 v* 424-425* Balrymple was' an author and 4th baronet 
of Crane tom.
-with the deserved ,!mo part of the praise which lias
been bestowed upon it*1*
:®xe reason for the probeetlife duties ami bounties# 
m m f dtag to Hasb&eh,. was to hold prises steady ami stimulate 
production* 0ras attributes the framing Of the 
■Himrt~0ramge agricultural policies to the e&pamsiom of for­
eign ami dosestle Markets*^ fomlitiohs were conducive to 
growth ami sericulture was thriving*
■After the lease of faris .was signed in 1763# it was 
finally teeilel that .laglamd instead of framte was to lead 
in world colonisation. British trade increased. Accompany­
ing this was a rapid population rise between the f m m  of 
' 17 30 and ■ 1773 which produced extensive ■ changes on the con­
ditions of supply and demand* therefore* it appeared wiser 
to. guard the home front against possible scarcity and high 
prices .'than to hold out indue amenta for the promotion of 
e^erf&tlem.*^ tenual enactments from 1765 to 1772 suspended 
the former torn law for a brief period and admit tei .Imports
3aJU imtth* Wealth* II* 133*
^lasteoh*.on* cit,-* pf* 50^ 51*
^tras.* gg* alt * * p* 250#
temporary of fobbett1^ * had this-essay first published 
lili by order of the .Highland Society of Scotland,
Ourtisr
d e p a r tm e n t riculture:
* * 
ju r e  ■ I 1
t o t :
dam es i l e g h c m *
£ fWashington B..0* 
p* 5* Oleghoim* a con
3 ,
duty free* fhen the principle of the eld Corn lew &p&*m 
established by tie laws of 166§* 1663* 1670 and 16$f was 
altered* thomae Hownail introduced file change with the Act 
of I7ff which lowered prices permitting grain Importation* 
When the pr|#e of wheat was .chore 48a* per quarter* the duty 
m m  €d*f export was prohibited when the price was 44s. ; and a 
bounty of fa* was to be. paid on exports when under 44a* per 
quarter* Idmuad Burke supported the measure to prevent 
3 salousy between commercial and agricultural interests and
•{‘'his h4 11 *&«#■#aV—“AiS?- I h ? ■ * * %2?>4 4# ft? v ^
The Act according, to Arthur foung was founded on 
"radical mistakes*" Mo provision was set for ascertaining 
the price of grain! consequently* fraudulent'marketing acti­
vities followed* luring a subsequent eighteen-year period* 
the most capable British lawyers could not say which law was 
to be used to regulate grain imports and exports,^
fhe year* If89» was ,fa foretaste of' the war years to 
corner" the price of wheat In Amsterdam* a free market for
^leghorn* gj>* cit** p* 6*
^13 Geo, III, a. 1* 2, 3, and 43; William Oobbett 
(ed*)* Parliamentary History of England {loudens f* O* 
Hansard*;T M 9-lSM)T S?Il74S0. Hereafter stated as Parlia­
mentary History* lowland E* frotkero* the .lionssrs aid ' 
gro^resg of Sillah farming {Soudont MnpaMs* Urten and 
•S-0 * *"n" p *  ^f4 '*

Britain* Among these were the Oom tews of 1?91# 1804*
Significance of Com tew in British History
fhe laws concerning oom may everywhere be compared 
to the laws concerning religion*. ih# people feel them­
selves so ranch interested in what- relates' either to their 
subsist one# in this life* or to their happiness in a life 
to come* that government must yield to their prejudices* 
and* in order to preserve' the public tranquility* estab­
lish that system which they approve of* ■ it is upon this 
account* perhaps* that we so seldom find a reasonable 
system established with regard to- either of those two 
capital ob jects *
AO
Bo wrote Adam Smith in his Wealth of-nations* -
It would be nest to impossible to decide whether the 
total effect of the Oom tews promoted or retarded British 
.agriculture.*- fhe early laws were based on moral principles 
related to the measures against usury; the object was to
A%
establish fair and just prices for the consumer As the 
country grew -and prospered f legislation concerning the vital 
food supply extended deeply into the national life* the 
* smiling whtaf-fieMeM' with their human labor were a p^recious 
boon for- which Sngland * * * thanked the Divine Providence and 
therefore she took such measures as she could to keep them 
smiling.*
42Smith, Wealth. II, 132, 
43Prothero, gE*'SU»f ?P* §53, 255.
15
Through the years, Parliament considered mm hath as 
a food m &  m  merchandise. the purpose of legislation was to 
guard against the distress of the poor and also to extend end 
promote tillage of the land,4® $h© country faced mounting 
problems after the outbreak of the french Revolution* At 
Whitehall, March 8, 1790» the horde of the Committee of Privy 
Council, appointed to consider matter® relating to Trade end 
foreign Plantations recommended to the King*
The Coaralttee of Your Majesty's most honourable privy 
ootaoil * * ., offered to four Majesty in a former repre­
sentation their advice on such measures as, in their 
lodgment,. were necessary ia order to apply an immediate 
remedy to the evils likely to arise from the difficulties, 
which had occurred in the execution of 'the laws of the 
.kingdom, made for regulating the exportation and importa­
tion of corn, and to preserve Tour Majesty's subjects from 
being exposed to that distress for want of this Indis­
pensable article of subsistence, which has of late been 
severely felt in several neighbouring countries} but the 
committee having In their investigation of this subject 
been let to consider the state of the corn laws, sad the 
trade of com in general and find that some farther pro- 
■visions are wanting to emend and improve the said 
laws , . .46
$h# distress of the people required fesaeiiabe action, 
Following legislation in 1791, the Beard of Agriculture was 
formed in 1795 to investigate the suffering of agricultural 
laborers and to assist the farmers with improve®eats. A
f B sb U S E 3 S S w S s S S ? 1^
IPS), f* 1,
4 •lepresontatlon, & «*% 8, Smith, greets, pp., 7*#,
circular letter* formulated to obtain information was answered 
toy Mr* Chalmers who referred to the ailmrse effect of the eoim 
m  the .Inglitb papula#«» I# aided that ■ sine# the establish* 
atiit of the bounty nu m m  millions of money %m®. toeem. paid 
the public* not im  a good purpose, tout for a toai purpose*w"
A number of reports m i  essays were published as a result of 
surreys and investigations toy the government concerning the 
Corn laws. ' Meeueeleue in farliaaent turned into lengthy 
debates*
fhe many tooota and pamphlets written- during the lata' 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries attest to the im** 
portanee of the Corn haws as a topic of discussion* Mam. 
Smith expressed his views m  the corn bounty in Wealth of
Other famous- authors were Parson Mai thus* Otoserva-
U m t  sa'JM ffffftgJa
♦’Bounties on-Exportation* mi frohitoltions of Importation” in 
hie loliiicaX Jjbaaawy* lilt, and miariea Smith, whose tracts 
on. the Com frmie* republished In 1604* were used toy Parlia** 
sent in directing' the drafting of some of the bills* 
in 1802* Cototoett initiated publication of the 
■Political .Registeri this periodical eventually found its way 
to. nearly every hearthsite in the- country* Composed of
^ wMr* Chalaer*# Botimat**, Smith* fracts* p* 269*
articles and letters on current issues
Biographical Sketch
fair liberty was ail. M i  cry* 
for her he stood prepared to die* 
for her h e  boldly stood alone* x 
for her he oft exposed his own*
p
William Oobbett was bom March 9. 1761 in the parish 
of farnham—*a ■quiet country town in Surrey near the western 
border of Hampshire* the tmg main street was overlooked by 
farnham Cast1©| the Hlolly farmer1 Inn* facing the bridge 
over a stream* was Oobbett*s home# His father, Heorge 
Oobbett, in -addition to being a farmer was landlord of the 
im*
Oobbett*© writing© are filled with autobiographical
^lewie Melville [lewis Sami Benjamin]* The Life and 
Letters pf William .Oobbett in initianO & America T 2 vols* % ' ” 
Londoni J• Lane# 1915/T frontispiece#
p
*fhia date has been accepted as the year of Oobbett *s 
birth on the authority of his son* John Mt Oobbett As wrote 
in the tolltical legister* 26 dune 183$ i r,Ie was seventy^thre©
years oidf ’but'"ashe SSvSr appeared to ms certain of hie own.
age# we ♦ * * procured- an extract from the legister of Farnhsm 
Parish# in which it appears that. William was born one year 
before'he was christened, that is* on the 9th of March* 1762* ” 
Cited by B*. I* Carlyle* William Oobbett. g A Study of His Life 
SSL 8hpwn in il.a Writings (Lonlon: A* OonBtable "and Company*
Ltd**' 190fX* p# 293 V'
^Ibld,.* fp* X**f*.
references* fhe
llshed in Philadelphia, Advice to fowm M m  and the' Political.
Register all give accounts of his early years. "I was bred
at ■ the plough-tail and in the Hop-Gardens of farnham in
Surrey *M wrote Oobbeii . He believed this ’’spot*’ with its
carefully trimmed hedges and beautiful .gardens was not only
the "neatest in Sngland,: j it was the most beautiful, "in the
whole world* Young Cobbett trudged tc the fields each
morning with a "bag of bread and cheese and bottle of small-
beer swung over my shoulder’* dressed in a "blue smock-frock
and woolen spatter-dashes» His first occupation was. to
drive the birds from, the turnip-seed and the .rooks from the,
6peas. this was followed by ploughing and helping the reapers
with the harvest* From his early youth* Oobbett had a great
attachment to the countryside and a genuine love of the-soil* .
As he walked behind the plough-horses there was time for
7contemplation— -for reflection upon, the world about him; His 
^William Heitsei,. (ed*) the Autobiography of William
fiasteim* !M. BBaBBgg& ti a 'i M ' & &  JST& lias
(London s Faber anaFaber* Ltd.. * 1947) * p* 9.
%ebb#tt* Works* I* 131, $noted In ‘'Remarks on 
Pamphlets", September#' 1796*
^William Oobbett, Llff. and. Adventures. $£ ^ eter 
Porcupine {London* the lonesu^ »ei57TlWTf f» 20* Here­
after cited
^Heltsel, gg> sit** pp* 17-10*
education was meagerj his father taught him read lag* writing,
and the rudiments of arithmetic* fhe basic philosophy in the
Oobbett household was hart work; through it was the building'
Sof strong character#
At eleven years of age Oobbett worked at Parnham 
Castle, clipping the tfbe&-e&gings^ and weeding the flower beds* 
low of beautiful gardens eventually took him- to Mchmond
Q
to work for the King at .lew-hardens.# 'In a little bookshop in
JUchmond, Oobbett spied a book^fale of §. tub by Jonathan Swift*
faking the small saving from his pocket he purchased his first
book which became his most treasured possession*^®
An excursion to a fair in May of 1783 turned into a
Journey to london where- Oobbett found his first employment as
a writer* fhe following year he became dissatisfied with his
11work and enlisted in the army*
Oobbett was stationed in leva Beotia, lew Brunswick, 
and Canada* Be devoted his spare time to reading and study, 
sacrificing food- so that 'money would be available to purchase 
ink, pen, and paper*- Cobbett arose at daylight in the summer 
and at four o'clock on. winter- mornings to enable him to read
PP<
f p# 21*, lei tael,
%eiteel, 0£. p. 1® . »• l8^
^Oobbett, Porcupine* pp* %$■«%$% leitsel, op. clt 
pp* 22, 23, 25*
♦ t
m  hmm or two before reporting for duty*: icon h# was raised
to'Corporal# through continuous study and excellent management
of M i  time, Oobbett .Malms he was able to attain the rank of
ipSergeant Major before he was twenty years of age.
While Corporal, Cobbett served as clerk to the regi­
ment,* : U s ' military- responsibilities were a&my and varied and 
he performed numerous tasks that should have been the duties 
of hla superiors#, t# gradually lost respect for these officers 
because of their intemperate habits and their inability to- fol­
low simple instructions* In 1787, an affair occurred that 
opened Cobbeit's eyes to regimental Justice* fhe quarter­
master was keeping a fourth of the men's provisions for him­
self* cobbett was informed by some of the old sergeants 'that 
this had- been the practice for many years* Be was advised to 
make m  attempt to rectify conditions until he was safely out 
of the army .and removed tmm the clutches of. a court martial* 
Cobbebt secretly began collecting evidence from the regimental 
accounts' for us# in bringing the quartermaster and M s  ■accom­
plices to justice# . Be was anxious to leave the a m y  and bring 
pmishmsmt to these- offenders for the wrongs they were ■commit- 
lug against the soldiers and against the public.^ Meanwhile,
^%tbbett* liSiaillt* PP* $9*30$ ieibsel* it* Mi*# 
pp, $§<*&&$ fcghes, |i* cii*l pp* 44*45$ iobbett, Mtiii* 111, 
251* ’ ' ‘ '■
'^ to. account -of Oobbett 's plan m i subsequent experi­
ence la related in a letter addressed to the- ^ Independent 
feofl# of Hampshire,H Works* III, 249-264*
wfim- stationed in few Bimnswiek, Bsbbeti - met the girl who 
wouM on# day b m m ®  Mi wife* to dsehsreds *% formed my 
resolution at an##* to mawy herae seen as wt tould gat
14pemlseie% and to get out of the army a® soon, a# I e#uld*H 
Sat neither the discharge nor ih# marriage w#r# to taka plane 
for another four years*
finally in Iffl after Sebboti had oompleied appreri* 
maiely eight years .in the gerylee of M g  country* he rsoMvee. 
M g  hemerabltt discharge* la proceeded .immediately to Ionian 
to press charges against the officers of his former regiment* 
Whoa the time came for trial, the carefully oolleotoi documen­
tary evidence had keen transferred out of Bobbett #a rosoh* 
fhe only alternative was to call the soldier who had assisted 
him in gathering the mXimuo m  a witness for the prosecution* 
But this oooM newer -hoi this soldier had not received his dig* 
charge and Sabbett was well aware that onoe ho name forward Ms 
life would be in danger*. Bebbsti was beginning to. realise that 
fhe “shocking abuses” in his regiment wore but .an extension of 
a corrupt system that existed throughout fhe government* and
IK
the time was not rift for correction* With Ms new wife v he
14WilU«® Oobbett, Advice to Yoaaa »*a (loafloat
.iriffin Bohn mi Company» l85?7Jp« iWTMIereaftar stated 
Mutest fegheSf gn* Stl^ i P* 48*
^ln febtmty 1792* Cobbett and .Mm Itli were married 
at Woolwich* She remained, in franet until, he was safely 
settled in the IF* I* 4* and then followed* . Cobbstt*
to
f m  a m m  and m hmti $ m m  ftotott ram^toft to tot 
Itelfsi Statoo toar# ha aiMiffi ywoinwot at a fa ff*
It#  fait# te i long M m m%wm to  Sagtoni to
&*iy» XSOO* #0te fri#rt* flit Motoeller* (too
X&tor feaom# 't ilt  parts##) fia i oofoft 00 ogo&t mat tko t e f i «
1«y
orittogo tani. titan. rs g u la rt^  w$#toto& In  Ing toM * to to r tt  
ra ttto s i a 'fla tfa rin g  rtttp tto a  ujHm Mm a ^ 4  In teufton*
«m$ n# main to# at^uatotaao# o f ©any support#*# o f
1 istfe# Oowmw&f *
11X14* fim iliCTf Steretory a t War t# i a metoer o f to#
O totoat* M fs rto n is i C a to ttt m& e rttn & ti to  him a ito t t t r  in rto
teflon* Oatortt no# tenarei to aooogat -assi .to nit reply. aMsi i
M  my first with siror tea h m n ft merit tot • am ** 
m m M tio m  -of men giettogttiotoft fair tteir visits* and 
. loyalty* -.for tHolr xm a hakm  atf&otawi to toetort ' .• 
#0taMi#to*f# and totto woqttiwoal atoofw&os of 
, ton#«ttotif I m at nay tto*. groat to to# iatia- • 
fasti* I fool at btartog flat if tatoto effort# art 
h m m r® &  with yoor a4airatlo»»*9
tfto& tei w ith Br*. frea to  to tr t tt#  who w o a m titotr o f fartto**
mmt« pswtoei. fita a tto i oooiotonoo fa r a iuw pnM itrtistm
ptotati. far tot following jroasr*1®  to 1802 coooott
M fn , » ,  4® »fl* t*  70. l8 Ib ia .
^Letter Stoat 'Ce&foett to viaAfeao* Angust, 1800, 
in  f lll& w  Wind has, fg&  vanahsp Kfttf.ftra. (Sbsto&t 
&33IX,  19X3),  XXi  159*
® ■ atosstottoa glmm warn 0 & m  to a lotto* imm 
Cot&ott I#  lla tte a #  ©##«#«§ 1101* toM *.* 180#
founded an anti-«Jae©bin organ and the "moat powerfully writ-
pi
ten political journal of the tims"~the Political ts&tster* •"- 
By .1804# §obbe-tt*s writings had changed from anti-Jacobin to 
Eadieal* He was obsessed by the Misery of the rural laborers 
who were downtrodden by heavy taxation and high prices,: and 
held to the grips of an oppressive poor law*- imong the reme­
dies proposed by the government to aid the people, Cobbett 
considered the fern law of 1S04 one of the worst; it was-no­
thing but a piece of class legislation favoring the landed 
Interest, He else denounced the "paper aristocracy" who- were 
lining their pockets at the expense of -others* "the more 
Badieal the Bs&istep became the more its influence increased**' 
fhe Register became a "them in the side of the government *1 
■0-Qbbtft symbolised the spirit of combative- journalism to a 
fight against a blind and incalculable intolerance of author­
ity*^ the officers of the Crown scanned every publication to 
an effort, to locate libelous or inaccurate statements to use 
as a basis for legal action against Cebbett, the awaited mom­
ent -finally came when evidence sought by the government appear­
ed duly, 1800* Four, squadrons of Carman legion Cavalry had
^Cole, Mffe* p* 10*
,g%* B* I* and Itegaret Cole <sds,) J5J& Ontolons of 
fflliam Cobbett (lenten? Cebbeit fublishtog Co*, 111457 
p* 15* Hereafter stated as Opinions*
^Melville, ag. £|^,, II, 31; Hughes, ££,
p. 18*
been m mmoned from Bury to suppress a mutiny at Ely among the 
local militia with fly# of the ring leaders "sentenced to 
receive 500 lashes eaeh«H^  Hobbeti mate a fatal error when 
he expressed his indignation:
five hundred lashes each! &ye* that is right I Hog 
them: flog them: flog them! they deserve it, and a 
.great deal more# they deserve a flogging- at every 
meal time* ’lash them daily* lash them duly#1 What, 
shall the rascals dare to mutiny, and that too, when 
the Herman legion is so near at hand! lash them, 
lash them, lash, them! last- dogs! What, mutiny for the 
price of a knapsack! lash them! flog them! Mutiny 
for the price of a. goat *s skin; and them, upon the 
appearance of the Herman soldiers# they.take a flogging 
as quietly as so many trunks"’" of trees 225
freasonable libel was the charge against Cebbett* He did not
believe he would be convicted; he wrote his partner dohn
Wright? "Be sure to tell Hansard, or any of them, from me,
that I hold -the thing in contempt, that 1 am no more afraid
of the rascals than 1 could be of so -many mice# tod, really,
if we have m  honest jury, it will be a famous thing alto-
gether."26
fhe case was heard before lord Bllenborough and a 
special, jury in the Court of Kimgfs Bench, dune II* 1010: 
Oobbett conducted his own defense? he was confident that he 
would win# Howeverf he was unaccustomed to public speaking*
24Cobbett, Works. Ill, 373-374.
26ietter from Cobbett to Wight, November 19, 1809,
cited by Melville, g|>* pit## XI, 3f#
*He'ma&e a long defence* a bat defence* mi his delivery of 
it un$ bis demeanour wart even worst then his matter *1
p ry
■recorded Francis fiat# in .hit unpublished Autobiography. ■
1 So ludicrous was he in one part that the jnryf the Judge,
PPtand the aniieao#' all laughed at M m  * * ■*■ the verdict was
guilty* Oobbett was sentenced duly fi the penalty was a fim
of i*l.,000t imprisonment for two fears in fgwg&te* and the
posting of bail .in the amount of if with two sore ties of
■ill:*000 reomired to assure- peace would be kept for .an addition*
al seven years* But that was not all* Oebbett*# printer* his
publisher* and his bookseller were also imprisoned.,. Such was
on
the attempt to obliterate the legisteij
Gobbet t took his pen in hand.?
After haring published seventeen volumes of this 
work embracing the period of eight years and a half* 
during which time I have written with my own. hand 
nearly two thousand articles upon various subjects* 
without having, eiceepi in one single Instance* in* 
curred even the threats of-the law* I begin the 
eighteenth volume in a prison*^
During hie imprisonment Gobbeti wrote and published 3d4 
essays and letters* People from if? cities and town# flocked
*'Melville* o£. £&£*» 42* fiaee never spek, to 
Cobbett afterward. * * - * - ■
28,
42*45 f. Oobbett.* Works, 111, 3?9*?8d 0 &m
a oompiet#.'atcount of the proceedinga of the trial* fhe 
printer* Bsnaard*. was imprisoned for three monthsf Bud 
Bagsbw each received two months imprisonment*
30Cobbett, Wgtau III* 3?5, quoting
to visit him*
Over nlM hundred persons were present at a ■tinner 
party in. Ponton presided over by Sir frmneis Burdebt# a leader 
among iMependaat Eadicals, to celebrate Oobbettvs release* 
Orowds greeted M m  along the way as 0obhett returtisi to his 
farm in iotiey in Hampshire* when he reached his home the 
villagers had turned out to pay tribute# But nothing could 
erase the blow prison had dealt him; the- tremendous financial 
and property losses were to never be regained
ivhe Eegister continued to be CobbettVs mouthpiece*.
, He maintained interest in the welfare of the rural laborers; 
he argued against enclosure of the waste lands* the wastes 
provided m  area where the laborers* children could, grow tip 
healthy and vigorous; otherwise* they %ust be crammed into 
the stinking suburbs of townsf amidst filth of all sorts.* 
and congregating together in the practice of every species of 
idleness and viee."^ Oobbett bitterly denounced the mea­
sures being formulated by tine government to protect home-grown 
m m ;  he favored' free trad# of grain, regardless of price* Ad­
ministrative evils mounted and suffering Increased throughout 
th# land:* Heavy % m  burdens combined with unemployment com­
plicated by the evils of the poor law system reduced ©any
31Cole, Opinions. pp. 20S-2Q6* 
52Cole, life, pp. 181-lta. 
33Cobbett, Works. IV, 262.
people to deplorable eon&itionsi some m m  unable to obtain 
life*a barest nooa@siti.es* Corruption is tbs government. could 
only be eliminated by a complete reform of Parliament.* Gob-
fettt redoubled Me efforts for the fight to. come* fhe next
move was to contact as many of the people as possible# ffe# 
answer was a nor Be a! sterna two~pemiy edition priced to reach 
even the poorest of homes* this was accomplished by excluding 
all news matter and reducing the si&e of the paper to a single 
open sheet* in November 1816* the first iaaue^a letter ad- 
dressed to the Journeymen and labourers*^ name off the press* 
Circulation began to climb* the influence of the publication 
grew.and Gobbett through his writings became the leader of the 
laboring classes* Alleviation of their present distress was 
sought*^
Gobbett *s. Paner Against Gold* 1819* pointed out the 
evils of the Funding System and the enormous lational Debt 
which added to the misery of the people*^ In the Register* 
he declared that the laborers wanted higher wages— not charity. 
Uprisings swept the country* Bising resentment led to rioting 
against employers* fhe newspapers* including the Register 
were filled with stories of riots* tales of the burning of
1-1?
the letter is published in Gobbett# forks*
55<tel«, Life, pp*' 2.02-203
^William Cobbett, Cobbett*s Paper
(londonj W* Molineaux. lilfIT SaSSSii.*’ ~
property, asi accounts of the shooting mi, hanging of 
laborers*
©ebbeit wrote, striking out at all forms of corrupt 
Men* the country was on the verge of revolution when the 
long aim of -the govermemt reached out for him* ”0orruption 
has put on. her armour and drawn her dagger,w he wot#*
■Oobbett toew he must either retreat or he silenced. He do** 
elded to retire to America and keep writing. Before leaving 
he said? *% §§r$M Sal mm® m Ism®* M here;
hut the cause itself is so .good* so Just, so manifestly right 
m i  virtuous,, and it has been combated by means so unusual,
so- unnatural and so violent, that it must triumph in the 
•20 * 
end# fhe following two years copy traveled from the United
States and the Ee&ister continued to be published in Ingland.5
After returning to- England in. lilf, ©ebbeit decided
to enter politics, he stood for the House of Commons at
■^ Cobbett, Works. ?, 199. ^According to the louse 
of .Commons Committee of 'Secrecy, the aim of the conspiracy 
initiated- by Cebbett m s  *a total overthrow of all existing 
.■establishments., -and a division of fhe landed, and extinction 
of- the funded,'property of the country.M* ©ole, Mfa, p. 219,
38Ibld.. p, 192,
3%he Gagging Acts of 181? which drove Cobbett from
England is a complicated story told in lhs test Hundred lavs 
of English 'greed,cm by Oobbett f written lEexile aEdoollected 
andr':p®flShet oy^* 1. Hammond in 1921. Ibare was a four** 
month interval,' from ^ Aprll io-'-duly lilt, in which no Is&tater 
were published'at'which, time Oobbett was enreute to America' 
mi in the process of sending copy-to inland, ©ole, 
©olnlens. p. 54#
Coventry in 182© and Preston i n  1826, both without success.
In 1852, in his twilight years, ©obhett was elected to the
louse from ©liham# fhe late .hours of the Parliaiaemtary
sessions placed a serious strain m  OebbetMs declining
a. m  « .  . ^  ^ | (« >
on agricultural dietresa end retired to hie farm for rest*
there be desired to- see bis fields,, which he visited by being
carried around fhe farm* . A few days later on dune 18, 1855,
he-died* Until the mi be incited the laborers to protest
their lot, but-the cause which be bad' championed so long, and
4.1so gallantly, was loft- to bis successors.
Opinions of Himself 
Cobb eft dwelt much upon- himself j his writings contain
■4
numerous references to qualities be recognized as indispens*- 
able, and reveal much about his personality * ' fhe following 
quotation was taken from ”Per!sh GommerceM which Is the first 
article be is believed to have written as a iudioal* "Who 
are you * * * presumes to tell us v# are all. in error? Why, 
what 0ignifiee.it who 1 am? fb# only question is am I right? 
If 1 am not I overset my arguments,, .and show the world 1 am
^%abiiwal early rising had .always necessitated early 
retiring for ©ebbeti* 3m  his opinion, the night was for 
evil* and not- for the making of laws*
A O
m & n g * Oobhett not only stressed "right”; he priced 
"truth” as well* He attributed his popularity to "giving 
truth; in clear language* On another occasion he stated i
Perhaps there is no pleasure so great m  that 
which we derive from a conviction that we have 
produced a great effect upon the minds of great' 
multitudes of persons* and especially when we are 
able to reflect that, * * , the-.effect has been 
produced by calm/ .and dispassionate reasoning: upon 
serious 'and important subjects* Who* besides my­
self, has, in our day, attempted to gain popular*
■ ity by dint of fact and of. argument, unmired with, 
anything to amuse the human mindf If, at any 
time, 1 have indulged in a sort of jest X have 
been almost ashamed of the monetary triumph there­
by acquired* .1 have rested my reputation upon.the 
success of truth supported by dry argument * * . "44
Prom his early youth Oobbett had been "strong and 
laborious *■” Bate client physical health was one of his main 
■assets; he reached a height of over six feet and was of fine 
physique* Be took pride in his temperate habits and believed 
in eating well and living on a schedule*; .He boasted that 
"abominable brewers poison, have been kept away from, under 
this roof," Oobbett had no sympathy for "drunkards and 
gluttons,M He declared* "If people will not restrain them­
selves from those indulgences which cause sickness* sick they 
will be and sick they ought to be*"^
Probably no man has written more about himself*
^Oobbett, Works* U.f 968* ^%ughes, §&&** P* 
44Cole, Opinions. pp. 42-45*
4§M * i  P- 55? Hughes, 0£. cit., pp, 32, 46.
Gofefeett revealed egotism when he wrote the following in 
answer to a reader#s accusation*
My correspondent asks,. ‘Why not be amiable?1 
Bow 1 have no reason to think that I am not, and 
that I have not been amiable m  most other men*
Very pretty girls in two different countries used, 
when I was young, to he reasonably fond of me# 1 
have never ted a servant that did not like his or 
her masteri sand as to my family and friends, t 
leave them to say, whether there is the company of 
any person on earth in which they delight more 
than they do in mine* I do not believe, that 1 
have experienced the breaking' off of friendship with 
ten persons in the whole course of my life* Why 
should he therefore suppose-, that I am un&miable; 1 
am not overhearing * * * I m  not churlish or nig­
gardly; I .am not a gabbler* I am never melancholy or 
sulky; all that know me know my readiness to for­
give ♦ , * Why the devil then* m  I to suppose my 
self unamiable? * * ,46
Gobbett was willing to forgive any wrongs except those 
caused by envy* He detested envious people, and "found them 
insensible to every species of correction except that of the 
scorpion lash, laid on without ceremony and laid on as public­
ly as possible*"^ fhe pen served well as both scorpion lash 
and sword as Gebbttt’s hand administered justice. He believed 
that "Ood is'just| -and. as man'is said to be made in the image 
of fed, man should be just tool and to forget or not to- 
punish as far as we- are able * .and legally can punish, moral 
offences* is a neglect of a sacred dmtyv"^
33
■ Eiatorians and Contemporaries Comments
But you hate ct- fast ©pinion 0f Cobbetf too # 
haven't you? Ob# hefs a giant! So baa such 
prodigious strenitbf betears up & subject by 
the roots * * • X should be terribly afraid' to
got - Into Ilia Samis-.49
Both ■fatoimbXe mi, w$mQmhX& opinions of -Cobbett 
hair© been expressed by his eontempQraries ami also by his­
torians who bar© studied hla life*
¥imihamf the m m  who jointly financed the Political 
Register* "declared in the Ions# of Commons that a statue of 
gold ought■to be erected in honour of Gobbet t for hie writings
KA
in America.?'• After Oobbettfs return to Jngland in 1800# 
the first means of reaching the British people was the 
Bezels teas Contemporaries were impressed by the force of his 
writings# Few m m  were able to exercise a "greater influence 
upon, popular thought during the troublous years of the first 
half of. the nineteenth century than William Gobbett,n stated 
Philip .Snowden f* 6# M# P., in his preface to Mirice to Young
0obb#tt challenied the .people of his day by his 
manner ;of writing* Oarless Bavls in the Age pf frev and feel* 
labeled iobbeft "a ‘Radical of a hind*** he further stated?
■^"fersonsX Reminiscences rt by I&sllttj frost 
tions of jhrnes forthcote* 1830| first published in |
April 26# w29# "m cited In'Hughea* SE* clt** p. ff*
50MeifSaie, ga, §ii,» ti, 120.
S^ofctoet't, Advice, p« v.
Atlas
,fBut on many guest ions bo had more in common with the old 
school fory than with tat or Cartwright or Francis flace.1 
Cobbctt had no ^obstinate eonviotion that many* if not most, 
of the evils of his time ware the consequence© of mistakes 
in economic policy*
In 1804 Charles James tom wrote to Windham cono©;raing 
Oobbetbis economic views * '*J think hi® speculation about 
increasing the dearness of Bread ia good# and shall net he at 
all surprised to see the loaf at nearly 2s. within a few 
months*n Fox called Cobbett Man extraordinary Man1’ and added 
that if good was to be don© he might be the powerful instru­
ment <1© bring it to pasa.^
O^obhett- formed his views by opening his eyes#1 wrote 
the prominent historian# 0# X* Chesterton* "It is the para~ 
don of his life that he loved the past* and he alone really 
lived in the future * * * he alone was in any living touch 
with times that were to eomev"^ In the words of Chesterton* 
fobbett was an ^imperfect sertyrw who lived and died by an. 
^imperfect ll^ it*.w -He addedt
5%©ary William Earless ©avis* ^he .Mm o£ teev and 
feel (Oxfordi Clarendon tress* If29}* pp* Sl^IS4*
^^letter .from fox to Windham, 1804* cited by Windham* 
EE* EiS.* * XX* 242.
E* 0hesiertoa* William- Oobbett {lew Turki ©odd 
Head and Oomparny* If 2d)* ppVM-23#.....
Mm courage wm mt complete* a thing
working itself out by a perfectly clear principle*
Hid heroic stature was not ps^psfiy or perfectly pro­
portioned ; it m m  merely heroic# He sometimes, fell 
below himselit but* it was because he had a far higher ■- 
and more arduous standard of manhood than moot men#5l
in drawing m comparison to Bent ham* MeO&nlay, and
Mackintosh* Ohestesrton concluded that they only served their
world* Cebhett %©t out to fight the whole world
Ifcm the pen of Carlyle* biographer of fobbett came*
“So powerful wire'bis utterances so keen his perception of
the trend of public thought that on several occasions he
affected more by a single effort than others had accomplished
by the labour of years#*1
iminthi historian* §* P. I* Cole selected Cobbett m
his favorite personality*®8 Most of Cobbett’s writings
available' today are throng Cede*© untiring efforts# He
expressed that it was “hard work to five a coherent account1 of
Cobbett1© “development and of the revolution in M s  opinions* “
He explains that the story of Cobbett1© life was *ia great
measure the - story of the England of his tilted He had a
“Close contact with, the great social movements of this most
ss|Md, ,- p. 85. ; 561M1»
 ^E, I. Carlyle, wlHian Oofateatt? 4 a%m*y of S s  M£s
ML Shown, in His .Writings TEoSliing ' A*‘'"iOnstaSli and iompaiiy* " 
ltd#* I0?F*.'p*
^klt Oxford in the Jonties1* by Hugh Caltskell* fart 
II of “Iteollettion© of- $* B* 1*. Cole*- from toa Briggs mid 
dote Seville (©is.) * Bsssm in labour History (lonieai 
Macmillan -and CompanyV lfbO), p* il#
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moving period in English history." Cobbett represented and
%
symbolised "a phase of the dissolution of old' England," He
exercised a great influence over the workers of his- time for
he shared with them the loss of a traditional way of life*®®
Cole stated similarly to l&via1® that although Cobbett was a
"great Rad teal” he was not related to others wearing the
"Radical label *" He "was a Radical * * * only because things
had gone radically wrong, and m  less than radical remedies
61would avail to put them right*" He gave courage to the 
people.for whose rights he fought by identifying himself with 
them* Cobbett *a egotism, according to Cole, was .a method of 
identifying himself with, the suffering, praise, or blame of 
his fellow countrymen, through writing about himself he be­
came personally known to thousands of people* He was never 
dull when writing about himself * Regardless of the subject 
he selected, he had "the art of putting his personality across 
to his readers*"
Cobbett was unable "to remain quiet or even calm ,1a 
the face of criticism,and criticism was abundant* In a 
letter dated October 11, 1820, Mr* Samuel laylor Coleridge,
®%ole, jiffff, p* 11* ^ Snora* p* 3^ *
61"Cole, Opinions * pp* 26, 13*
62IMi,., p. 27; Cole, life, pp. 25, 28.
55Cole, P* §6,
the poet, who was %  atroag enemy of Cohbeti^ referred to 
a recent issue of the .^SlSlSE2'
the Cobbett as the le^lsief was called is assuredly 
■a strong- ant battering protection throughout, ant in 
the host bmt stylo of this political rhinoceros* with 
his coat armour of try ant wet mud, ant his one hom  of 
brutal strength on the nose of eeorm ant hates not to 
forget the flaying rasp of his tongueIb4
Others said Cobbett was Violent and coarse. He replied.?
f#mier-*ha&ded press a mettle#
.Mi it stings you, i m  your pains? 
.Press it like a mam of mettle,
And it soft as' silk remains.
fie the same with vulgar matures?
freat them kindly, they rebel? 
But, be- rough as nutmsg-graters, g* 
.MM the rogues obey you well. *3
Cobbett was under continual attack because of his "inconsis­
tency. 1 He argued that the change had occurred in the
During the f&poieomie Wars, Cobbett1$ writings 
created animosity in France# and that' country demanded 
revenge*
6a
^Cobbett, Works. I, 1. fhe article producing the 
agitation was written ly Cobhsti supporting Queen Caroline 
in.her' trial*
^Oole* Opinions, pp. 45# 47-4$. Cobbett had found 
these lines in - ■aSoSmtolUiie of "luropeam Maias-ims1* when he 
was stationed im lew Brunswick, and repeated them ammy times 
afterward im the teglster.
William Cobbett, dred Days of
Co., Jitd*and C, Allen and Cmwin, ltd*, 1921 )> p# 59*
person or sltuailo&^not in his opinion
im&lfsh freedom, ed. J* 1* ihbour' Pub
fhe french Minisfor, M, Otto by the express: order 
Buonaparte* [ sic] applied to the English government 
to cause Mr* Gobbett to be prosecuted criminally for 
M s  satire on the great cQn<peror.t7
■ lafiy years later mother Frenchman, Hie lalsvy* to
i. aiasiE ti im. awai&k M m & s  i&
-described GObbett &s a^n. #M*fashi#ued demagogue” ■ and a
■ gos^ociologist of fantastic views*
Mo m m  daring M e  lifetime baa brought on. himself
such a atom of abuse* ”lentham called.him a rile rascal;
H&ee called him an impudent mountebank*rt Men who bad been
TOM s  friends became Me enemies* Pamphlets of Ml types
were circulated against him* Ha was oven attacked .and
slandered by a close imitation of the legfefer published
falsely under M s  .name*  ^,;*H© was ‘fool,f ’vulgar, ♦ Mncendi^
ary,* ’knave.*1 ’libeller,f ’cowardt* when rich* lucre was-Ms
*****
object i when poorf they smote M m  for his poverty * * *f,/
Haslitt, a contemporary of Cobbett, made the follow* 
ing comments s




, fol*'li A History' 
itmnr* tims* B* X*
Tork'i ' ’ lames & Ifobie Inc* *
> P*
TO,Cobbett,
preface by j*. L-
uadred fueled from the
Cobbett, .jerki*J . 1 » ' '  Cited from, the preface 
written by Cobbett*s sons, #oto M* .and James f* Cobbett*
I might say that Mr, Cobbett is a very honest man 
with a total want of principle; and I might explain 
this paradox thus* I mean that he is * * . in down­
right earnest in what he says, in the' part he takes 
at' the time? but in taking that part* he is led by 
headstrong obstinacy* caprice* novelty* ■ pifu© or 
personal motive of some sort* and not by a steadfast 
regard for truth or habitual"anxiety for what la 
right uppermost in his mind. * * * his understanding 
is the dupe and slave of his momentary'* violent and 
irritable humours . . .» He sees things through the 
medium of heat -and passion, * * * and his whole sys­
tem of thinking is deranged by the first object that 
strikes his fancy or sours his temper*7*
Mr* Cobbett takes nothing for granted* as what he has 
proved before; he does not write a book of reference. 
W© see his ideas in their first concoction* ferment­
ing and overflowing with ebullitions of a lively 
conception, ¥© look on at the actual process and are 
put in immediate possession of the grounds, and mater­
ials on which.he forms his sanguine* unsettled
conclusions,^
fresh theories give him fresh courage. He is 
like a young and lusty bridegroom* that divorces a 
favorite speculation every morning* and marries a new 
one every night.74
J, I. Hammond* who published several books on this 
period of history, portrayed Cobbett as nnoisy, contentious* 
egotistical, in controversy1'* with ’crude dogmatism* raw 
generalisations, boisterous unfairness.** However, to this 
‘■♦formidable list of admissions** he added that Cobbett was 
one of the.wisest men of his time, /athough he was 
"obstinate and self confident** he was wise because he learned 
**as he went along and held a truer grasp of what was happening
^ “Haslitt *s issay*1 (first published in fable 'Talk. 
1821), cited by Hughes, op. pit#* pp. 8*9.
^%bid,, p* 11 ^4Ihid.
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in Imglami than' almost an|r ■ m ®  of his temiemperariea ,
lammotii wyot0 that #©feheit ■ stood ant **«©mg • the great formes 
Of his time ' Because M  used a talent unrivalled in Mi age, 
in the effort to arrest the impoverishment of the Imgilsh
f m§la- -ami to & m troy the tatal nup erstiiioii a# the day that
the ■.*&£& eemli fee trusted to not for the poor*1*^
ttHis talanti for'' fastening Mi  ©laws inf# anything
or anyone fey a word or an orpreteiom ami .holding them down to
seom or up to horror was mrivaXled, ’* stated the author# Sir
Henry' %ttom Bulwer* He praised Oefehett saying that although
tie varied in his ©pinioma eomoernimg men and do©trines f,he is
ever for making ingland great, powerful, and prosperous-^her
77
people healthy, brave, .and free*-1
.&# power wielded fey iofefeett was felt throughout the 
land* At his death* Bui war said* fie left a gap in the 
public mind which no one else oould fill, * » * for his loss 
was not merely that of &■ man., hut of a hafeit-^ of a dose of 
strong drink which all of m  had feeea taking for years' * *
^Cobbett, jfelia M. $h% M g j  I p f e t  £§££» 9< 5»
fuoting from the profuse lyl*
Bulwarks
Hughes tM p. .it, .niting Mr Henry lyiiom 
©tors * ■-XlldB-*
j m t m & m  m& w m m  of w m m  {x?si-ii04}
©hanging torn1 Structure
All the country from Boikam to Houghton was a wild 
sheip^walk, before the spirit of improvement seized 
the inhabitant a | and this spirit has wrought amazing 
effects? for instead of boundless wilds, and unculti­
vated wastes,., inhabited by scarecly anything but sheep? 
the country i& all cut into enclosures, cultivated in a 
most husband-like manner * , *1
Intension of cultivation, with the dedication of much 
of England*© common land to the plough combined with the 
introduction of new crops, innovations in farm machinery, and
improved farming practices, charted a mew course for agri-
Pculture*' fhe movement was zealously supported fey both
statesmen and economists, As additional land© were hedged or
fenced, and experimental agriculture increased in momentum,
economists recommended that the feu&alistic practice of tn- 
%
tail/ he abandoned? land should pass from one owner to another 
as freely m  other toms of capital, the application of 
capitalism to agriculture produced extensive changes* fhe
^Arthur feumg., louth of Indiana four <London i t* 
Straban, 1772).* pp* 3*4*
^Owminghm* eit*» II, 371-372*.
^According to law the eldest son of a family- was heir 
to the land without the right of sale, disposal or division? 
it was to remain. Intact to be passed from, generation to 
generation*
latter decade of the .nineteenth century witnessed the evolu­
tion of modem estates with an increasing emphasis on protec­
tion*^ Opportunity was paving the way for^  agriculture to 
develop into an enterprising industry*
fh# inexorable growth of the industrial population 
drew heavily on' the nation'1 a food supply with great ©wantA- 
ties of agricultural produce consumed by people living in 
Cities and towns* from 1750 to ISO! the population climbed 
from six and one-half to over nine million in Ingland and 
Wales; about one-tenth Were concentrated in the city of 
London*^ f his rapid rise was accompanied by a radical shift 
in the population* A century' earlier, three-fourths of the 
people- had been living south, of a line drawn from the mouth 
of the Severn liver to fhe Wash* Expanding trade combined 
with employment in the industrial centers* completely altered 
the population distribution as great numbers migrated to the 
western and northern, areas of England* to influx of Irish- 
further aided to the growth* At the close of the eighteenth 
century* Manchester had expanded from 30,©OO to 100*000; 
Oldham from-.a village 400 to 20*000$ Bolton from 5*0OD to 
17,000; and leads from 17,000 to 53,000.6 farson Malthas 
aroused interest in. pcjmlatlen problems by publishing his
%Blevy* ill*-# PP* 221*
%oed* gg* StS#* P* S* Bsebaohf m .* sit*» p* 33*
%* Baitfe* fraetSi pp* 271-2731 Weed* ft* cit** p* 6*
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Essay on Population in 1798* Parliament compiled data 
enumerating people throughout the country* Official records 
listed a population of over 5,000 for 105'cities in X80X;
London was the highest with. 864,345# ■ thirty-five of these 
cities had over 10,000 inhabitants with 12 having over. 50,000. 
fee total population for England and Wales in 1801 was 
9,343,573.7
Agricultural surveys indicated the growing importance 
of the lonion mariet# fee. city provided a general market for 
various types of foreign and domestic grain# fee 8om Exchange 
was located at Hark lane# feis was a privately owned business 
organisation an# the corporate structure was composed of eighty 
shares owned .by factors and dealers in com. Produce was 
transported via the sea? most of the wheat came from farmers 
and a greater share of the oats and barley was shipped by mer­
chants. louden, along with Birmingham, was influential in
determining the prices of commodities; these prices,, in turn,
8determined agricultural profits#
Improvement® in communication® and transportation were 
significant in the growth of internal trade and markets#
After the Duke of Bridgewater*® famous canal connecting Wersley 
and Manchester was opened in. 1761, the price of coal from
7C, Smith, Tracts, p. 270; Manual Register, Vol. XLIII, 
1801 (London! f r ia lS T W r  J. SQ&sley, 1758-im9), p. 169.
®Hasbach, op. cit.. pp. 53-545 Fay, 0£. .git*, p. 56.
Manchester dropped fifty per cent# ana inreaiors immediately
Q
turned to the 'mmtmm^im of artificial waterways*'' northern 
ani central In^eni was with 3000 milts*1 of 'canals*
Msg## war & thousand turnpike trusts cowers# the nation, with 
a ^network of l2i.gtooaien by the end of the first fnarter of 
the nineteenth eentwry#® the feasibility of transporting 
EgfieMtarM produce assured many people m more balanced diet 
ttea before» furthermore# a gieaiifml* foot supply was obtain^ 
able during the entire year* Bwen the war with franc# failed 
to impede progress in transportation and Imprwemtnte of the 
land# fhe eight years of war from If93 to 100©1 saw 1#M4 
improvements against 730 for the preceding eighi^year period 
making the total increase 474*- Ctnetruotion of.oanMe and 
harbors m#r# than doubled? advances were mad# in enclosures 
and drainage| and the number of roads and bridges- increased* 
frade was carried on with mounting profits# success hairing'
• id
been aided by domestic implements#
igriiulturs prospered .and as it prospered it took on 
a. new aspect# the acquisition of land enabled newcomers to 
push into the ranks of the old aristocraoy# which not only 
controlled both louses of Parli^ent#' but was. Ms# responsible 
for filling positions in Mi temches of ■ the- :§wersment# fee
Iff p7j IPf il<[fi.« if> 4~w>T>|r|^f WM(j»*ia«> !< iT^r; i ijij <r^|in tW!N * <i».U I'ltQ .in# u. ji*i ft*| l^is1 ■
%* SMWtfcf George, Snalaaa in Transition (londoas 
Penguin Books, 1953)* p. 83J Wood, ££. SlS‘# P* 4.
%®o4f g&* p. 4.
xoc. Steitfc, te y rta * p* 874:1- A*p«e4i*. B,» p* 130*
nouveaux rich##, were able to outbid the greatest of the 
neighborhood landowners* In many eases the n m  owners did 
mot live on the land but farmed it out to tenants and collect­
ed rente* those wh# chose to live on their newly acquired 
estates became leaders of society* Men in the cities left 
their trades ant began to farm? physicians, clergymen# law­
yers# merchants, soldiers# and sailors invested in land to 
make an easy fortune* nfhe farming tribe," wrote Arthur 
young# "is now made up of all ranks from a duke to an 
.apprentice*
the cost of cultivation climbed as it became popular
to grow corn on the worst land with the best turned to
pasture* Obviously,, expenses were involved in producing
corn on the poor sandy soils in lorf olk, Nottinghamshiref
Suffolk# Yorkshire, and Lincolnshire as enclosure rendered
these lands cultivable*, lerte were raised to compensate for
12rising costs and to.ensure.a maximum profit margin*
After 179&$ the rent increase in Scotland wag "remark­
able in the case of inferior soils# on which .great improve** 
marts have been made*"^ itsrial lands of a "second or third 
rate quality" had advanced out of all preporfion to the rents
*imm liwir fherald M m m *  Work and Hamm, Cw* Swan 
SOimssehein lb 0c*# 188$)# p* 10§# * ~
I&sbaoh* gg# oil*# p* 36
Clegbom# og* oil** P* II*
14.Charged on thi elder naturally rich. arable 1 and* ■ In spite 
of this# expansion of agriculture received encouragement.
debn Sinclair and lord Sheffield advocated that if 
all. wastes*. unenclosed and unproiuotiv# land were brought 
tofo ■ onltivafion# the country would he self-supporting * the 
Board of igriouitiire^  .pressed for a "law tofacilitate enclo­
sures of waste land and open fields* Some economists argued 
enolosures would benefit agrioMbmrai workers* As more 
land came under tillage.* it is true that food supplies were 
.increased.* which contributed substantially to the national 
wealth* However* the profits m m  going into the pockets of 
the landlords and big farmers while the small' farmers were
17
becoming poor* and the poor were becoming paupers * * Agri­
cultural. progress appeared-to have brought only disaster to 
the laborer*
■ A commissioner of enclosures "lamented that he had
^%g&evy po in ts out the Board o f A g ricu ltu re  was
headed by "two .eminent ^ r ie u ltu r is ts fw fo un g  and S incla ir.* 
Others were: iuke o f Bedford, lo rd  Lonsdale, fhomaa Coke o f 
Holkam and Pulleney; i t  was "a s o rt o f corporation" subsi­
dised ■by the s ta te  enabling landowners to  d e lib e ra te  th e ir  
economic in te re s ts  'and promote th e ir  p o lic ie s * lia ievy*
* .# P# S 1*4 *
^William Lloyd Birkbeck* aeiorloal Sketch of the
A *Barnes, o£* oit** p* 74; teorge Macaulay frevelyan* 
iriflsh History Ip,’ the"Mhetemth Sentwry* ITlE-l^Gh Clondoiii 
Mn^nans*" fresh and SeV*aWbT# p* 147*'""
been accessory %  injuring two thousand poor people at the
rate of twenty families per parish* * He further stated that 
lumbers. in fbt practice e# f ttiing on the common® cannot 
prove their right 1 and many# inleei meat who have allotments 
have not mere than an acre* which being insufficient for the 
man*a cow# both' cow and land are usually add to the opulent 
farmers* iilB
According to David B m i m t  Who was Hector of Barkkara 
in Berkshire for many years# and as' abstract eel from his book 
fhp Case of the labourers in Husbandry published in 1795# the 
landowner united several small farms .Into, one and charged 
exorbitant rente to meet' increased living coats* fhe rich 
farmer through engrossing many farms obtained a maximum of 
credit -and comfort as he reaped profits from his combined 
farms*, As a result* thousands of dispossessed families were 
gradually reduced to a class of day^iaborars* Many thrown 
out of work resorted to ib# pariah for their sole support* 
While the number of farm families decreased# the poor families 
proportionately increased*^
hands which, had been collectively cultivated for m m f  
years' according to a cowon agreement ■ were redistributed by
^^ CJxmningham*. on* cit*, II*. 4S7-48S* citing Arthur 
loung led*)* Annals of Agriculture (1784-1815)* X3DC7I* 516*
1* H* Cole mi A,# ¥* filson (eda*);* British 
Working Class. Hevempntei: gsieet locuments 1.78g^i^"1 (SSion s 
Macmillan M d  Company* I f f x X r p p 7 f u e l i n g  David Davies* 
the Case, g g  J|g. labourers Jg Husbandry.* Iff I*'
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law and the narrow strips were grouped into allotments; those 
hairing holdings of poorer value sold out and emigrated* in 
this manner property passed into the hands of & m  with capi­
tal t and the' movement was toward a concentration of landed 
property in the .'hands of a few* the yeoman with a. small 
stake in the community was fumed into a landless laborer 
a ©eking, wages; if employment could not he found in the
pi
country* he headed for the town to work in-the new factory*
As the country villages became deserted, Oliver Goldsmith 
was prompted to write;
111 fares the land* to hastening ills a prey*
$her© wealth accumulates* and men decay*28
An investigation conducted by Mr* #eta Walter on 
wInclosure of fast© lands and formation of a feasant Propriet­
ary1* stated; f*fhe enclosure of waste lands does not appear .to 
have- produced the improvement in the condition of agri­
cultural labourers which some economists expected as- a conse­
quence of the measure *,t2^' Walter checked parliamentary 
latum© and found the namount expended on the relief of the 
poor rose from about two millions sterling in 1713 to four 
millions in 1003* and more than sir millions at the end of
^%alevy#. £&* elf** p* 218* l^eod*. on*- elf* * p* 8*
^Oliver Goldsmith* H g  Beserted 2H4Mi* 1770*
■^William lloyd Birkbtek,. historical Sketch of :thp 
Matribmtlon of land in Inland with Byeatlons 'forlorn©" 
Improvement .In the law (londoni laomHiiii' I Co *, "18835 
PP.10-31*
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the war to  1813* He added th a t the increased poor ra tes 
and the  e&pandsd c M tlv a iio n  could he a ttrib u te d  to  one m& 
the same oauae**-ths advance to  the p rice . o f wheat * A. correa- 
ponding ris e  to  'the p rice  o f the lo a f o f whesien bread had 
ra ised the  poor rate# Jfa© farm er w ith  an ere toward p ro fit  
e&tended M e wheat acreage* W alter questioned the wisdom o f 
converting such great q u a n titie s  o f pasturage to t#  t illa g e  
apart from the ’ consideration of the  poor 5 he doubted i f  the 
.advantage .to the country would he la s tin g .
Between 1793 end 1809 about fo u r and a h a lf m illio n  
acres o f land came under c u ltiv a tio n  to  Bngland and Wales*
Some o f th is  land was enclosed by amicable agreement between 
th e ' p rin c ip a l land lo rd  and the freeholders and was n on -p a rlia -
27m enfa^ to  nature* l^M ia m tn ia ry  records showed th a t the
average enclosure b ills  per year from 1793 to 1804* inclusive**
ly *  was 72| w ith  96 from 1809 to  1813* Bach o f these b ills
20
averaged an extension o f over 1200  acres* Although en­
closures were econom ically p ro fita b le .* and furtherm ore* neces­
sary to  provide food supplies fo r  the growing population* and 
a t the  same tim e to'm eet wartime needs* unquestionably* many
a5B iM
'f r a il !  * g&* o it * * ? liC holson
12 v o le *; london s f  * Cad e ll
^%legh#rn* M* Mb** P.* 10*
^william Marshall*
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small farmers were injured by this movement*^
However* perhaps too mudh credit tea been given to 
ite&tsdres ate ag*^#ui.twal improvements for the distress of 
the poor# that about the rapid, population, increase that 
reauliM. -in th# nation requiring more food and m m  |obsf 
Bid IMuBtri^i^ation not play a part? in developing a n m  
pattern of life for mm& families?. Small industry ® s  .re­
moved from the how# -ate tteen to the city* ttea-foroing people 
to- buy products that they tei formerly mteo$ mmy lost a 
source of income that supplemented farming* 1* Ontetngtem* 
historian* stated that l?tte- entire decay of domestic manufac­
tures proved a ruinous Mee*^® Movement of labor to towns 
where considerable manufacturing was carried on was inevit­
able. I# 0# E* tenner wrote in his very thorough treatment 
hf CfOmmpn late ate. 'Melo&ursf
In connection with the assertion, that people were 
driven into- the towns# an assertion white ted been made 
at different' times* * % ■*. it must be remembered ttet 
with the. divorce between afrlenltnral ate industrial 
occupations* and the early growth of factory organisa­
tion* I si# I towns- both by reason of the. sole opportunity 
offered for manufacture ate also of a growing and spa­
cious difference .in wage were beginning- to exercise that 
force of attraction white steseftehtlr becomes the great 
cause of rural depopulation*01
A comparative study of poBblatlm  te proportion to acres of
^%raiiif Me. eit.i lichcMen. Me. ett» 
gg* cit#-. 11# IS§*
^ionner* gg* SM** P* 442*
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land  fe^eimdimg > ® $ M m  m M  towns) before aM  a fte r  i®oo in  
the counties of Bedford, B eiteM re# ■ Buckingham, Oambrldge# 
Ifmmtiiigdom# M 0 f i t $ 3P# Borfhampfen* .loiiingfeim# Oxford, 
Imtlamd* and Warwick showed fo r  the fa ta l, only a a lig h t de­
crease Ixt the mmihsr-of persons per acre* Soma o f the ln il»* 
widnal counties lis te d  gains# M igration may be a ttrib u ted  to 
the fe e t th a t farm wages w e t not able to heap pane w ith  
in d u s tria l wages in  'the c itie s * Also., many small farmers were 
uprooted from the land, casualties o f competition in  a new age 
o f capitalistic agriculture*^
fhe French Eetnlatiomary and U&poleonie Wars , drouth 
and famine.# and rising prices coupled with the .initiation.' of 
a despicable poor law system were to bring further- complica­
tions to the iiime of the Bnglish people#
Wages and. trices 
By the beginning #f the nineteenth .century# the common 
field farmer had been trimsforaied. into a wage earner# fhe 
rapid rise .in' fhe price of profiaitne during the last decade 
of' the prename century Ini sneiflti the severity of the econ­
omic ant social conditions of laborers who had left the land.# 
From insufficient wages they were f creed to buy ell aowoii- 
ties necessary for1 their livelihood
loaner# gg* oft * * p* 373# 
^%8dbach» eg# nit## p* 111#
Wheat had beeemo a M#eisiby of the poor*' but it 
was also the sonree of prefeetiv# strength to a nation in 
war*^ lord Shff#iiM stated ♦‘'that tbe #iily means -of render**' 
ittf treat Britain independent of-foraipi' tom w m  to girt a 
monopoly' of the homo market to 'the farmers *n©t merely for 
their emolument, hut for o^.ow safety,M,^ :
Aeeerding to the Jamals .of? Mrioultnre* the season of 
1791 had preiuati m  e».ell#nt imrvesii eembteei with a large 
importation of grate the prim was refeeed to 40s* lit* par 
fuarber* Meanwhile, expansion of tillage was enoouraged with 
an extraordinary stimulus giver enolosurea* It was feared- if 
prieas- -dropped m y  lower eultivatloo of wheat land recently 
brought under the plough would be discontinued* therefore* 
proteofioii was deemed reeeasary and the tern law of 1791 was 
passed**^ * It contained the following provisions oorcernteg 
■import and export*
Bjeporti , At or above 4fs* prohibited; 44s* 
to 4&s* without- bomiy; unitr 44®* 
with Ssi bounty
Import! -At or above f4e* ted* low duty fii*|
50s* to S4e**- let low duty, fB*-dd*s 
under |0s# high -duty -tea* 34*
In 179S an. ■ ”ert remedy wet summer” teiwed the wheat
, t f > j  i ir tM .f f ji i  I l f J t  I  I' rt  i> jB  > !* » .^ i i . ^ iM i  V > » <  * » J K  iiiliii ^ . ^ iw w r » j  f » w i < « a j i  ij  s ( M  W i j r t ‘i fi i iiO f  i  iK f  0< ^ ! * ,  1 ■ >  D W U  ie i ^ -i ii ^ W ,  m y  i j w ^ i,  j j j jr . p j'i H r w ix  w j r  i i i j .  n f l ,  j  iii C ! , ; ^  H *  I  i j j i H  Ir J j  r > W j t l i >  f t  » j ^ i  t ^ i i  i ^ h j ii |^ l  a n  >  < ; !< ' m  i  r i i , ,  i n a N f
?%my* g^ » alt** pf. 7*
^%a»ea, op* ,git*'*- p* |o, fmotimg Sheffield# 
Oba-ermtione on. the fforn'Bill, 1791* p* i§*
%^rothere#- gg* S1S$:* P» ®®* 0eo» III, c* 30*
crop causing m  Jjxierier harvest?- at Michaelmas^ the price
per quarter had risen to fie* 4&» As a result of the scarcity 
an order in Council was issued the 9th of. November 1792, pro­
hibiting asportation until spring* £he& the Act of 179? was 
passed to forbid exportation of ail kinds of grata during the 
Barliamratary session; Importation tea allowed at the low
fht following fear a a tries of ■ finertial oris to began * 
the restriction of cash parents* fluctuations in the foreign 
exchange, the alternate rise and fall of the premium on gold* 
and fortunes made oily to be lost in the Stock Exchange*
Ex card o observed and analysed these movements and tested his
|A
theories# By supporting them with a series of observations* 
he mate a fortune m  well* Me applied the same methodology 
in analysing the new ■agriculture* commerce* and manufacturing-* 
However* his theories of value* wages* 'and rent did not 
approximate true agricultural and industrial conditions* 
ftas* many writers were ltd into erroneous exaggerations ♦ ^  
in his study* Work and fm m *  ©toroid Sogers observed* ,ffhe 
elder m i  [ lames Stuart ] endorsed the dismal, and absurd
®%iohaelmas was the feast of it* Michael* Sept* 2fttu
3% 3  Seo, m *  a* 3
^David .ti^ ardo, grjgilato ysiiUis&l esesuttiatt is known
for hie chief work entitled Principles of .,
written in 1817*
•frail! * .gn* cit, « ?* «30*$31
tim m m  of Meardo that the production of foot was obtained 
only iii iiainiebitig quantities by increased labour and bis 
son [*?$tm Mill] insisted on it with pinna $$sl « * *!f^
A -later writer* §* 1# Sorter# was nearer the truth 
when he theorized 1 the fate of wages adjusts itself but slowly 
to the trying'n###taitieo of the wiping classes as influenced 
by the seasons * * *w^  The prices of most commodities with 
the exception of corn were lower in 1792 than in the two- pro** 
eating years* the quotation of the Windsor Martat was 54s* Id#
A A
per quarter at Lady~d&y 1795* .and the ports were opened under 
the Cora . haw of 1791# The prise the following Miehaelmas fell 
to 45s* which, under the same law* closed the p o r t s T h e ;  
seasons of 1794. and 1795 were very significant in- the history 
of the grain trade* A hot and dry summer with exeessiTO 
'drought in 1794 resulted in crop,deficiency* As the wheat 
■from the south and midlands reached the market early and in 
excellent .condition* the prices did not rise sufficiently to 
force a decrease in consumption* The following spring after an 
extremely sewers winter* the country became alarmed when it was
^%eg§re* pii»» p* if©*
„ , . 4!% s* *?**•*■* S M s m  at s m m  %  m  m i mSocial and Economic Relations from the Beginning of the gine*-
leinth CsbinlS ISSdSni ^loS :l»ray#’ lilTT*p'r 454*....
^Spring quarter day* lurch if* when rents and accounts 
were due. in .England#
^Thomas fcoke# A History $£ Ml mm. and of the. §M|e 
of Circulation from' 1TO1 ;|q.' 18^7 If ^ iroi#*| london: "Ionian* ' 
OraS'* IwiSS# Irdflt" anl longmtea * 1828) * 1* 180*
learned that grain supplies ware almost depleted*- Wheat 
primu m & t from. Sis* ?i* la dmiusry 1795 t© 77s* 2d* la a
J:|T
siii^ msiiihs period**
great tritalii took drattld measures! .all mentfal 
ships carrying wheat to irasiee were seised! however f ample 
profit w m  paid to the proprietors for their cargoes* this 
accomplished a dual purpose; relief was provided at home
A*f
eimultsaeoue with bringing scarcity to the enemy*
Iftesw&liy severe weather #Ohditiohe«a cold spring 
with late frosts .followed by a cool rainy mmmer-*~r eaul tei 
in a late hardest in 1795# legardimg 'hie wheat crop* Bdmumd 
inrke remarked! n0n threshing* t found things as I expected'*** 
the ears mot fillM# some of the capsules fmibe empty# ami 
several others esmtaimimg only withered* i»p|r grain * ♦ 
Scarcity pushed the price to W B b* 4d* by ikugust* Starvation 
■primes eausei the people of lomiom* who held the war response 
ible* to attack the carriage of the Eiag as he was on his way 
to Parliament* October 29, 1795# Am object smashed a hole in 
.the carriage window; as the mob pushed forward they screamed 
"Jeaoel **w»f"49
Xa the ling's speech before Parliament that day the
46Ibid.. p. m-3.02* 417Ibid.
48"'i'houghts &a& betaile en Scarcity,” ®taa»& BwM#.,
:fhe Works of Ii£umi: Burke f Betels British ciatsltsi I vol.#*; 
ImMmi" Bell & Baldy# lili) * ?. XOi*
^%arllam eat arv .tletcfr* X&X1X# 155*
iving said l
■ I hm® ohserwed for m m  -'Um past with the .great- 
tat »Metf the terf high pfiet of grain,* art that
is fnortasei W  the- apprehension that the pro- 
toot of the wheat torftati la the present ytar* ma^ 
haw not Men auoh at eftOetniillf to reliefs m$ people 
from the. fifflenities with whiah they hart M d  to 
sentend.50
Mrliaroaii discussed various remedies* .Mgitlation was passed
to purchase supplies from toroadi plant wort mad a to hwy 400
cuafiere of -wheat mi fleur from Imrepe, and §00*000 .quarters
from toeriea* fhe grain was to to imported in neutral ^
seXs* ant the measure to remain in fere© until September 30,
1T96.^^ Also-* worthy of mention was the personal sacrifice
the members of Parliament agreed to- makt} consumption of'
hread mads from wheat would - he reduced fef one-third ami all
*52■friends and aetmintancea urged to do Mkewiee*
the problems of the country grew more a or ions * • f flees 
of commodities M i  risen in proportion to wheat and it was 
impoasihie for the working populace to- live on their- present- 
wages* Mo ting broke out among agricultural laborers when 
employers refused to- raise wages to meet the cost of the 
essentials of Iife*^, Positive notion wm urgently needed*
5Of®0lt«# gg, g|£f, I, 183.
% §  §60* III, @, 45 Xooke, g£, tit,* fp, 184-185.
^ gttcllaaeati&ry Hjpt.eiy, XXXI1*
®%W»ke, sjj,* nil** pp. IBf**486
Wf
a «&&£m m  Hftge w  met ftotif iitotoemtt im&toei 
r m m  m M o A  ofeoftgee 444 net ttewf fe ifetoi m m k $  m &  
iistriMtlim tasatoli. 'iMiiitpiilii* But toe ftar of l?fS 
was to fitsfcg an, fefftot urn toe. mini# of mamf people*^
fkt 0 m m &  m m m m k  Hay Sf ifff at the feAioem Imm at 
Speetoamlmt* tor At m s  there toai a.peAtor wee towmlatoA 
that wsir^smtoallr atoyteA totomgheut the this
wito pa^a^astlon«t. »  the feneo*
$peeg&aml£&& QAgimM$$ toe Bar&tolre Jwattoei§ of to#
to&ee with a fm  other m m  m wt to m & m  the laborers* wages ami 
to free totm from p w M k  relief* tk ® m  m m  k k m & v M  that mmm  
parishes haft not m i m i tot toher«*s m m M f  p m  .4# 
with tot high p*t#ea of wheat ami ether coMoAAtiee* tomtrwf 
to' toe ea&gAaaA eexpoee of tola group# At was i«li#4 to m%** 
pitoemt the laborers1 wages frost the pariah totes* to# pro** 
wieitfts m m $  them the $ $ X lm  loaf of hre&i, otsi Is** every 
’poor ami teAuetrAews* .mam was to reeelwt Ss*| the papmi 
was to ho from .hie wtto ami the pariah $m&a$ ho wot&4 also 
reeeiire la* €1* for #aoh of the ethers im hie famllr* Bpo*^  
perttott&ie to toe petee of htee&» the allewames wewM toereee# 
pemnf ehieh the M M  *4sea efcow a ehiiiisg11 in the 
isiwnt of 94* tor tot ..a*tA M.* .per other foattlAy oeehera* 
a #  idLtlatoto foiHore of toie plsm htomght into toomt toe
H^affitacma* gs* 6 lt»» f*  537*
“ |^ UU 8 B*l®gfl». is * M,t«» p. 99*
complex problems of & changing rural soeieiyv .
A plan for a minimum wage, was submitted a few months 
later by agricultural workers-.* first appearing in 'the 
lorwieh newspaper aM later reprinted in the Annals of ■ 
A^ tooiilturo was the followings^
At & numerous mooting of the'day labourers, of the 
little parishes of Heaeham, Bmetiisham, and Sedgford* 
this day* fth .November* in the parish church of 
Heachem# to the county’ of Norfolk* to order to take 
Into consideration the best mi most peaceable mode 
of obtatotog a redress of all the sewer# and moat 
peculiar hardships -under which they haw# for many 
years so patiently suffered* the following resolutions 
were mtoimously agreed to * fhatwfhe labourer 
' iH wortte of fols hire* and that the mode if leseemtog 
his otolressee*- aahath been lately the fashion* by 
selling him flour 'under the market price# and thereby 
rendering him an object of a parish rate is not only 
an indecent insult on his lowly and humble situation 
(to- itself sufficiently mortifying from his degrading 
dependence on the caprice of M b  employer) but a 
fallacious mode of relief* and every way inadequate 
■ to a radical redress of the manifold distresses of 
his calamitous 'state* 2nd* fhat the price of labour 
should* at all times* be proportioned to- the price of 
wheat*' which should invariably be regulated by the 
.average price of that necessary article of life? and 
that the price of labour* as specified to the annexed' 
plan* is.not only well calculatedtomato the labourer 
happy without being injurious to the farmer, but it 
appears to us the only rational means of securing the 
permanent happiness of this valuable and'useful class 
of men* and* if adopted in Its full extent* will have 
am immediate and powerful effect to reducing, if it 
does not entirely annihilate* that disgraceful and 
enormous tms on the publlc*the Poor Bate*
Hammond* up* elt.»* pp* 137*439# 142 ; Briggs *
lOCt Oit.4
t^emaond.* op* ait**- PP* 113*414#
last* per ■day*
w&m whw&t the price of








* # * *. *. * * *  .-.* * *  •#- * *  4 § * *► .4
the m%km?& specifiedt
a petition to parliament to regulate the price 
of labour# conformable to the above plan* be immediately 
adopted; and that the toy labourers throughout the 
country be invited to associate and co-operate in this 
necessary application to parliament!, as a peaceable! 
legal;! and pmbable mod# of obtaining reliefs and in 
doing this mo time should be lost .as the petition must 
be presented before the tith January 1796 ♦ * *59
tfnfortun&teiy! their hope# were dashed by the freason 
and. Sedition Aot*^ introduced by William flit that same 
month! which forbad# public meetings, mm# assemblies* JSTo meet­
ing exceeding the number of.fifty person# could be held, "for 
■ the purpose or on the prated of considering or preparing' may 
petition* complaints or deolamtiom or other address to the' 
« »  « M « .  and iooapable of
combined action 'with .his felifw woi^ ers#- 'the agriculttiral' 
laborer believing every social force was against him! was left 
only with the law of parochial settlement an# the allowance
58rbld. A Iset « 12 barrels. 59B$4*
60
system*■
fhorold Eegtrs wrote s ^Ihere is nothing In the
Metery of eirilisstieii. [sie] ati© odious.than the mean-
nee# of Ingiieli. len&onte .» * *.'fbey ha^ re been abetted by
the foolish farmers* and hate finally saerifieed themselves
62to the rent-reXX# of profligate# and gamblers*n As 
rising rente eontribniei to the growing prosperity of the 
landed interests*: the distress among the working and. 
poorer &inmm whose survival depended upon limited in- 
oome# was severe* the. ^ naaal SSilSSSl> 1716* noted that 
"scarcity prevailed throughout the Kingdom and was woefully 
felt by the poorer sort* several of. whom perished for
iGverrmsnb aetiou provided a measure of relief* 
Importation of eorr, meal* flour* and potatoes was pro­
hibited until after the nmt session of Parliament f import-
£h
at ion was duty fret*1' the making of staroh and hair powder 
from wheat was forbMdm*^® the prise of wheat per quarter 
fell to 16#* id* but in the spring of 1796* seareity mA 
fear.-pushed the pris# up to !§§#.* .Importation of 800,000 
%mrbsra* tombiatd with aa abundant harvest redueed the 
average print to 17 gu Si* the detune continued until a
^% oge«f e lt»* p.* 144*
* * A M k  fie^ teter* Hill (1T§6), p, 9*
6436 Geo. Ill, c. J* 6556 Geo, IIJt c. 6,.
1 m  o f between 49 a* and 50s* was reached t»  1797« S ilt
|E|£.
$$£$«# irmxoM m%i aXIgiitlf $ m % m  1T98# ftorn. a& inflf
irlnt-lii* &$sftjr » § w  iM tlaag &#$©■ tte* » ft4 n i sp4» 
g$«rtte4 mi * £ M M  £$&«$*.* fr#f» t*Mk in
Haj a»d %te pf$M; .4' £$%4 f#l w m m #  ial-
&&tuM> rtaaltei in mop atsfmsfftm ott& $$&$$$ olimhM ta 
l#g.* $4#, %  fte 033ft t&# y«3?t lift# 4ii fcttiw pwmMi$mm
m m  in. pri#t ti# .mm p4Srit4<U^
In qp&6$ t« <&$& a feitsim#*.
iuitiatgft a iN ilIe f pm^mm* Mwr w  at wtoat #ir ttat ffiUmr 
%  w  in Bi^ lana a&ft ftlstillEMait
§itar .gm£$# &$£&* p-tmt# m  tern if 
ftis tilla a s i*©  m  lotMMm In Bmtlmdkw m i
|£c»
suspended and free  im port allowed on a ll kinds o f corn, 
fo  a ss is t the poos is  la rg e r c itie s *  public kitchens and 
bo up houses m m  opened# Shares other methods o f fig h tin g  
the d is tress were* (1) extttasiem o f the poor' paths* (2) 
iubserip tion#  fo r the purchase o f wheat to  he .sold a t east 
to  the needy* and (3) attempts to  estab lish  wfaeatless meals 
sad days* .the poor rat® had rise n  £4»0Q0*Q0{) and yet* the 
poop jo  were s ta rrin g *^
*%»{*% .og, 01t»* fp* i®f»j®8*.
6839 and 40 C M ® *'III, e. 7* «* 8* and e* 9*
M  far m  Oobbett was eoaeer&ed* potatoes wore fit for only 
One thing— to- be fat to animals.*.
$he seoond groat period of seareity followed on the
sale, of bread whleh hours be
w.m more nutritions
gating would
Corn and Bread Committee made farther
regulation of the price of grinding, wheat* (4) a bounty on 
grain imported from the Mediterranean# Meriea,1 and the
laiii#i If} -a hinnty to the fialitriia^  and (£} - removal of the
duty etr Swedish Mfftog* these rs#«!isMMtoiiB were tomeito
*tp.
stMy passed into %m*. ;
*Bm flic# of wheat continued upward; by July it had 
reached if4®* it# tread rieto broke out in $$$$r parts of 
Ihgiani: and lootimnt* Petitions pemrtd to b#fffc§ ^Ms 
majesty'w to convene' Parliament so that measures might be taken 
to alleviate the distress«, the ling snEmaoned Parliament to. 
November tout of a tender regard tor the welfare of Ms sub*- 
loots and a sens# of the difficulties with which the poorer 
Class##* parfituiaitir had ti struggle.0^  aubeofuemt debates 
in both Souses ascribed the high price# to the war* incompetent 
ministers, heavy taxation, bad seasons, and ovsrMsauanee of 
paper money# the ink# of Somerset r##oam#Med a review- of the 
foam tows tt dttermto# whether amendment.'.hr r#f#st -was to 
order* then, the 'lari of fiarwitk proposed a frto# oeilingi 
fh# objective would be to bring price# in. line with current 
wages*- During the .recent hmrnm^ te had observed that the 
fafmers to Ms- neighborhood wort making as much m  two hundred 
ftr'itnt profit*, it the earn# time agrieuXtural laborers were
- t2M i -
^^Tooke, gj»* W  lasssa* fn* ett*. p* 8g»
74# ® 1 ^  illlsls# (1801), g*
rteftiirtog tigM m  ntot toflltoga & m®kz toe wag© w m  m  
toimtf infant ttiai "'toeir famiHltg wort sotoafiy etarwimg,14 la 
& m m m  -on totto o# tim tur totosi# &«$•
-1%ig»t|s€t flit fr§ff§A #tti,artoi it fangtiw «i 
etortmt to pfftj^ gtt# auto a
Htg! pttots to ft- ttae a# war tat Intensified tot 
0f tit $$$%»!$ of to# ftftwtoy# tot
ittfit wtra feftgftftg for brtto* It was i#tiarit to tot- lonst of 
§ m m m  - tout wtot tmomiratloii #f tot poor now extends naif up 
tot ranks of lifti persons pesseass# of from 2#0I, to TOOi* a
*y£
fmw mm% m m  M  ofasse# .among tit poor#1* Sir frsnees 
Into©tt. Mtosi $&t at flit Ifti minis-trf | If biamt# eeaiiiieaa 
m  wtoese stoiittrs too lad ifiiaaitrti tit ptolin montfV* It 
fttdd It lad not for to took for tot ©aua© of tot pros ©at its*- 
toftsft* ,:itt start# Hm to tot fast [looking at Mr# Mitl* It 
m m  atafti on toat treasury bento***
In tot lomst of lords* ■ toon. a. motion i m  pent# was 
iiftatt#,# ft was remarked* is .tsstntlal to itofsifsl
too prtstnt Soatfitf of Oom* for- toai aftoongl Seareity m m  
It protoot# W  m m ^ f  Crops* ret tost tot larger of .impending 
famtot I# toiiilr to be atiitomtti to tot' lair*
piiw W*»r^<l» ui< Miw*# ^ «Hjigrtfi i r#tiWidliifiitiHn iwii.i ilii g # h nwjrfi H xi|i ii tfiilp ij
?Si*il. Iegia*«»» IKIi (IS©!)* 19^0*
WgMftjjawttoiat aaflat* xxxv (isoo), fit-gs©*
I^fetilUf Pf* §16»fl.tt
?%eaae M  Lords1 Journal. |$II (1801), |7©*
mmj. torn
were
jt&og&y tom toe following no tie e was posted!
w m m  m  $ak$ mm mm* 
tm m  n m loi
if you do not lower toe h
lent ©art for 
that will not 
we will soon 
one fire
If you dont lower
us in
we just one
At Bath a poster announced? nPeace and large.Bread or a King 
without a H e a d . S u c h  was tie condition when ^throughout 
tie country tie glare of burning stacks and bakehouses 
threw a vivid color over an exhausted nation*H fhe quartern 
i at is* 10$d* when at .last peace was declared*, 
was quiet
20f ISO!f Oobbett wrote to Windham
King*-upon reading the Prellminaries, lifted 
his hands and eyes to heaven* and after remaining in 
that attitude for' -some moments* dropped hie heads upon 
with a heavy sigh, since 
to any living soul’'about the 
* and the Prince#, and all the younger princes* 
are shocked at the terms of this abominable peace*’ 
and with you Sir* fully persuaded that the country
■A *  *
>m* op* oil** 9* ±yt M&gasine
XBld.
letter from Gobftott to Windham, 
#■ op. eitM  II*
the question was? Could peace provide the solution 
to the eemiry*© economic crisis? to excellent harvest pim  
a large importation reduced average grain prices by the end
TSe. M* wheat 
44s* barley 
23s* 4d* oats
However* the decline to prices had started before the peace 
was signed .and the treaty did not appear to have any real 
measure of influence on toe price of grain* A comparison 
of averages for the preceding three year period was?
1 790 67a* 6eL
lioo nj®*- ?d*
1801 118s* 3d*
the seasons -of 1802 and 1303 were favorable and prices 
continued to decline?
■.* 3d* wheat 
;* 9dU barley 
21s* Id.* oafs
In 1804 the following prices were listed according to
49s* 6d* wheat 
tts* 9d* barley 
19s* 9# oats
Hover before had the price of wheat experience# such, a great
^fh# following grain was Imported? Wheat* 1*424*?66 
quarters! Baaftay* 113*981 ,* and Oats* 383*043# foots* o&, cit. 
1*
J&3UL to so ttioiri a period #.f time as frtii Marto 1601 to 
8asfe& 1604^2.550^ pet ftsritr to 49 o*
Waf titaiiiit it» .tiai. Otem renewed toi 'war' o&ptMI* 
torts* &eeomp&nie& Of mm i m m m m  of totenMriitts ®aa& of 
Itjgiiiml not 00 in 2.604* mads t&e pfie# fail eirem greater
fMn it appeared* 4#riomitwt fotml -itself sgato mmgtiM 
in a s^ uoeaOf tot ilito time iM toriti ifrlerest was feeling 
tfee pato, Meetings waft &eM to petition torliameiii for 
remedies to solve agrieultwai distress* . f &© answer to 
prevailing problems was totretoeei, Of Mr* Western to the 
„ « e  * 0 «  „  „ , .  ^ « .  c. » « , .
FROM #HB 0081 MW Of 1804
aobbeit and the Ocm t m  of 1804
Another of these laws is mow passing* or has just 
passed# It was sincerely and devoutly to he wished# 
that conjugal loir# always burst with as steady a flam# 
as th# loir# of iaw^givingl*
fhma* Cobbett introduced his article on the ”0om
laws*" fwo years earlier he had written that the .^ multitude
of .laws had been# and with good reason reckoned amongst the
greatest calamities of the French Resolution,’* Me remarkedt
"fbere are a set of well meaning men f * * who would pass
laws for the regelating and restricting of every feeling of
the human, breast and every motion of the human frame#” the
people of Imgland would he hound ”ha!r by hair as the Mill**
putians did Gulliver till * « * when we awoke from our sleep,
o
we should wonder by whom we had been enslaved,H
Only three or four years before1# Oom laws m m  
passed ”to prevent the exportation and lower the prioe of 
bread corn, Steps were now being taken by the government
1”00m torn”# Oobbett* works# I# 916#
^Muiiibnd# of laws”# Ibid*# p* 260*
■%obbett is referring to 99 and 40 Geo* III# c* 7 
end e* 8, Smora* p* 61*
to
to reverse this poMey* #Semreify would » t  haw been so 
severe*if wot# iobbefi nor the :rtBmpo3mhmiano#,r so claiming 
*i£ m m ts of never meddled with the matter* **
Ho believei raatrtotiena on eipertatim war# remove# *&t a 
wrong tlaoiM mother wot season I,to 1799 oetiM irto f h# 
tmrtom loaf to a shilling before Obrtotaa©**
Stimulated %  high pvMm and mompml^ik by favor** 
aM© seasons the harvest was the moat abundant to England*# 
history* Just as *the »toe; of power were put into hie [Mr* 
Mdtogton*$ ] feeble hands* * wrote Oafehatt* aplenty began to 
return# * Plenty ha# turned tote m  evil a&eor#tog to the 
government an# the flan to lessen if was to pay & bounty from 
tares#®
Ik brief $e&ee fermtoated in 180?1 Bnglimi was again 
at war with Fnmee# Oatog tho prioe of the loaf Oobbeti made 
an. analpelt 0# the progress of plenty in pe&oe m i  war as 
follow# I®
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feme# 
tfaroh §
Bow siliyf then k m  stupid* w m  the m y  of * p m m  
ami a large loaf}* M i  hew eeairty mmt tew hem the 
nmss* m  hew abmAaai the laamiiB of them p m m m *  
who* ©ailing themee&we g m M m m +  memmagm that
myi It m m  iteeei the immt of mil political tpiMmt 
the moat etemefal mams of ehelterihg theme etws from 
jmbiie iteJ^ atiefrf ah mpptal to preludlee* to igaormmee 
toaelfieteeaB* to XmhnmBt m A to p^iehy# wherewer 
they warm to 00
§obteii h&A maintained m  ixBeompremiaimg attitude to
the Peace of ISif* Aa It followed ? the P m m  of Amiens was
ooly a tee&tte&g^epaee la war lioatilitloaf for when pe&ee
failed to aliewi&te Aia4ree% pop&ar opposition to the wap
S3
subsided* With the rmtmptim of the war? Oohbett wrote a 
pamphlet entitled. Important OoaslAomtlOi^a for the ffeeola of 
the - Me was again remJMlog the people of their ery
of "pemoe m &  a large 10ffi# for it w  not in a time of 
peace tet Aurlhg the eohiiiiu&nee of war that the 1 m i  had 
hernm lafge*M
lAiirgtem remained trim# Minister for about a year- 
after renewal of the war;# lewewr* he iii not tew the
90obbett, Works. 1, |64.
^Cobbett wS'ote Wirwlliam JuZy 20, 1804 exiling his 
attisatiea t;a ths sp ie ls  lAlftfa was to- e&ppear in tbs® .Register. 
Meltille, jai# siS**
7Gobbett, Igfe, I, m * 8Cole, M f e , pp. §0-81
Styemgth to provide leadership in & time of oriels*- Pitt
eagerly sought #-ptw ft power from the moment the peace 
&  lay t§§4 # 'fitt thfftd mmtg.nation ant
assumed A split to-tlat ainlitff | Pitt would
to do with Wm mi M t  
refused to take office without Wm m i these mm became the 
opposition* Pitt selected a mew Gabinet from his own 
followers and from the fomm- Addington government* Cob** 
beit% attitude was InfXneneed by this change# for hie o m
political friends were mow on the outside* Max ike of Pitt
xxgrew ®%r®m§mf mi Gobbett turned against the foriea*
Sfuire Western* who introduced the Gofea Bill of X0G4*
IPhowever* was a staunch Whig*- He m e  a. protetfieuiet and a
i
champion of the agrieMtwral interest# S§ pointed out that 
it was inpeesihie for the farmer' to tmls# m i sell m m at the 
same price a#' in X?il* the year the Met regulative prices 
were established* A new measure was needed to prevent recur- 
ring- scarcity, and to prevent thousands of acres from being 
deserted by the plough*- Becoamendations initiated by the House 
of iOMOms Committee* appointed in April ‘*to consider .* * * 
a fetition ■* * * for regulating the importation and exportation 
of m m- m i the payment of the duty on foreign corn imported, 
m i of :th# ■ bounty on British mm- et^ eriit *. #. #■ ’ * frovldet
i:LCole, M e ,  so, ®H33*
•!‘2 Smart, o&, alt*. I, ?4« Western was born la 2.767,
educated at ftsa atii B«»»ri4ge# aai became Baron Wests*® o f  
Rivenhall la 1833,
■ the basis o# the Bill* imong those serving am the Committee 
werei .the Chancellor of ■the .Iiseheqner*' Csstlereagh# Breme*
:m i ccrry*^
the eomnittae studied the %mm%Mmi from s c a rc ity  fa  
abmtana# ami made a. review o f the Com Is#  o f 1791 %o. aseer- 
ta in  whether p rices fin e d  a t th a t tim e were adequate to  moat 
-#3il0fing conditions* I t  was reported th a t from 1791 to  the 
. harvest o f .1801 com p rices had bean q u ite  irre g u la r, .'hut on 
the .-average the farm er had reaped a fa ir  p ro fit# : Bio casual
high p rices had served as a stim ulus to  the a g ric u ltu ra l to *
1 Aduatyy bringing large tracts of waste land into ■ c u ltiv a tio n * 
this added to other causes* combined with the abundant' bar* 
vests of the two previous years# had occasioned such a depres­
sion ' t o  the value of gruto that it was feared agriculture 
would be discouraged unless Parliament took supporting action, 
fhe Committee recommended raising import prices to 85s* and 
. 66s* and export prices to 48s * and 54s* per quarter* Vtot 
Below 65s# a prohibitory duty of 24s» 3&* was effective on 
imports?: between 66a* .and 63s*.,. the duty was Ps* 6d,| and 6d* 
when above 66$ #f exportation .was prohibited when 'the price 
was at or above 54s»$ and a bounty of Is* was given on
13House o f Commons Journal, U% <1804), 207.
■^^Sooke, gg* c lt .  ■ I, 2|7* The number o f enclosure
-bills were?
exportation when the price 'wm under 48s*. lemeeitotb#- the 
aggregate avtragc of the c o m  fetmriis imm. ‘tie 'twelve &&rto 
tim  district# would regulate taper# $m& mpm%: prioca to* 
dfttii of. 'the toiivAimal
iCteallff. the M t e  tf l?fl aa&;1804 trtr# to tetr# the 
ita# #ignifi#aiice wherein, the. points periiAttiiig free■ Asipefta** 
flom. m m  raised f. the priiie, feel# was protection* - four 
reasons propounded necessitating higher regulatory prices to 
10§4 tifti CD the rice to the wages of labor* owing to the 
high cost of provisions (doubled within ft yasrt)* (2) the 
general rice to prices* owing to the depreciation of money* 
which1increased agricultural coata (Money had depreciated 
1SJ£ per tent*)* (i) the- Ameraae# to poof rates otergii on 
the land, (a fiat of over i|,0CI§*dCf from IfiS to Ufid}* and 
(4-) too ■ fteiaraMAAiy of aaaiefiag irtland to ©touring toe 
British market
lurtog a discussion of' the bill Am Parliament on 
tone 20, 1804*- Mr# Patterson spoke out .to opposition* He 
claimed the poor rate# were M g h  because of allowances paid 
to military faaAAAeaf toe high coat of proviaiona* alee# was 
itpfuitnt mpo». ®mmm* B e  btlieve# to# price# o f
m m  -and labor should he left to find their own level 
the fairness of the bow method of regulating the price by the 
average# of the twelve districts was also debated* Am ob lec­
tion was raised by herd Stanhope who feared the bill would 
*f all heavily m  the county of Lancaster* * and other maBufae- 
taring counties that were dependent m  foreign .grain sup-*
'Stauhept later expressed diaapprebatiOE on the ground© 
that poor rate# and wages wait Increase proportionately m  
the farmers raised the price of grain* fo encourage the 
growth of m m  and decrease the price simultaneously, he pro* 
posed a counter measure i (I) public granaries in year© of 
plenty which would provide food in  year© of scarcity and 
stabilise price© # (4) removal of all impediment© to free ware­
housing of corn# (?) to encourage growth of com and also to 
increase prices, wfarmors should to forever discharged, from 
the payment of all direct taxes, parish and county rates, 
eeaaes*, due©# tytha©* [©le] m i  parliamentary impositions 
whatsoever save only those rates of the nature of a 
penalty * * * ' After expatiating for some time on the
advantages of hi© resolution* he concluded his speech by a
ILVI (1804)
II (1804)* 1136-1138?
motion- wthai the bill bt lord 3$t&grave replied ?
"fkamk toIf Very few persons mow entertained the same princi­
ples with that mtble Ctrl ■ # # ■ « the just moved
were useless* lmp?ao%leafelt* m i  mischievous * * -*# On IMe
Pimote the session adjourned*
the §mm Bill of 1604 was passed without further 
opposition* fh# effective .date of the lot was to ho Hovem- 
her If* 1^ 04* fbe primary importance of this measure -lies in- 
the fact that it was a piece of class legislation rendered 
harmless only by the unusual circumstances that prevented its 
going into effect* She law was to remain .inoperative' until ■ 
after the abundant harvest of &&LJ*2®
;S»eiiately after the' law passed* iebbett published 
an article emtitied^^frice of Bread*1 la the isolator emphasis** 
tog- that Mm m t  law of that kind was injurious to the communi­
ty* every law restraining* or granting a premium upon* either 
the- export or Import of com** Oobfeett continued?
the code of eeim^iaws and. .regulations present, a mass of 
absurdities hardly to be equalled s and* what makes the 
matter worse they are absurdities which are- characterise 
.tic of a shallow brain,* One would think they had result­
ed from' the deliberations of am assembly of -shopkeepers 
and handicraftsmen* fke nation has already paid dearly 
for those laws* 'to which m  small portion of its present 
disgrace and danger may be fairly attributed* 'but it is 
very likely* that -.we shall, .soon experience effects more
1M£** Pf* Ilf ©-ill#*
^ M i u  p. 1X43*
W*ajff jig* eit., p. 37S Barnes, SU*» ** 89*
..fetal than-tare sirerrfeewfefejpe been mpmlmee§ fro® 
thin cause * * *2?
to criticised lift fer i m l m m i tar ami inconsistency?. the 
Minister ascribed the rise la prides to the deficient tartest
mafetalm com prices* Cobbeii lashed out at Pitt?
Considering * * * the critical state of the nation*, the 
■ Minister should haft hem cautious how tie adopted any. 
measure that might afford a plausible pretext' for mahing 
the monarchy m m e r able .for the effects of m  ungrodac«- 
tiim season? he should have listened with great caution 
to the adrloe - of contractors ami eom^msrch&mts * or to 
that other new race of beings who hare sprung tip from, the 
'itaghill of papefrme&m and who are called speculating 
farmers 5 pea* he should hate listened to these persona 
with great caution# and m m  with distrust#' when their 
object m e  to obtain a law erMemtly for the sole pur-* 
pose of atranclhg,their own interests* though the well» 
being' of the whole nation should thereby be hasaried*
Were 1 to- allow that com-lawa* as they are quaintly 
termed# are at all necessary? and were it possible for me 
still further to allow* that# in times of plenty# it is 
wise for' the people to t m  the produce of their labour#
I should then certainly say* that last Christmas would 
hare not been an Improper time for fee passing of a. law 
, to open the- ports for exportation ? but* to pass such a 
law upon the me of fee hardest *' * * of which no irery 
fa^wfeblt opinion was entertained * * *24
the summer was rainy and damp* Oobtotb obs-erred the wheat
crop showed slims of excessive blight* We remarked feat fee
law of 1804 would merer operate at all except - indirectly upon
the supply of fee speculator m$M ^directly upon fee minds of
fee people# fee#- though they ee# whole- fields of wheat bl&ch**
med wife fee blight; though they see fee mil fall day after
ami at fee same time. insisted on fee passage of a bill to
printed from '
*}<%mnm
day totting ike omp m  the do still ascribe sM will
continue to ascribe* the rise of bread to- the law lately 
passed fey Pari to&oni * * While the BUI was before the
House of LoMo* the price of wheat ant bread feat riser? ebook 
feat climbed the moment the Bill feat been passed ■ in tfea House 
of Cfcmtmera* ffea law feat "already done mischief'1* although It 
was not to taka effect until the middle of Hwemfeer* dob** 
feebt attacked tfe# frtoe Minister m  hie leek of judgment in 
persevering a measure that could only fee detrimental to view 
of the scanty harvest? it was based on. abundant oro|8» a con* 
ditl&n which did not cadet* ffee law could only serre one 
group^ike "greedy speculators *** He argued that the cost of 
prowlsions would toewitafely rise? a time of distress would 
result? and the government would fee blamed,-
Oofefeett brought to the attention of his readers the 
attempt by the ^ovomment to prowlde a solution to the prewi* 
ous ceareltyt' Mto plunging and groping about after adequate 
causes for- the late scarcity *■ the wiseacres of -the board of 
Agriculture'- with lord Carrington at tkeir head” feed arrived 
at two solutions which they formulated into recommendations^ 
**tfee want of a general enclosure bill, mi the want of .a fired 
compensation to the clergf to 11.m  of tithes to. ktodt" Oefe~ 
feett accentuate that- although, the general, eaoloaure bill had 
not been, passed and tfee tithes had not been commutated* corn
* . i i . i i i . * < i » » i » i n - | | j |  . » i i p i ^ i i i t M  M ' . i i . r . ^ 'i j i ;  1 a r t / a > i w . n | w » i i i n u i m r i . i i i m . i i -
25Cobbett, Works, X, .53.9* 26Jl>M< 27| m *
become cheap again* He repeated that it had become "so 
mute too cheap* that the parliament tea passed a law to raise 
ta&es upon the people to defray the erpences [Mi] of sending 
it 'Out of the county|n He would not be surprised to see the 
shove ■ remedies propounded 'again should the quartern loaf rise
OAto eighteen pence*
Some of Oobbett Ve predictions were to come true# fhe 
harvest of 1804 was very deficient owing to blight an# mildew* 
k m m  factor reported: ^
tendon* Oct. 30* 1604
from the general bad quality of the new wheat present­
ed at Mark lane* I am sorry to say that the injury from 
blight appears to have been more extensive than was sup­
posed whin 1 wrote you last#' ffee beat samples are inferior 
to last year’s; ant the great bulk of what tea been, yet
produced will not yield more than two thirds of the fine
flour white the average of last year produced# the eonse^ 
tuenee of this* the price of wheat has very considerably 
advanced* notwithstanding the considerable" supply of 
foreign wheat which has been quickly brought to market*
the price ted climbedi^
Wheat Barley Cats
Prom March 1804 4fe* Id* 22s* 8#f 19s* 9#*
fo lecember 1604 81s*. 2d* 4$s* 10#* 26s* lid*
The rise came immediately after the effective date (November 15*
1804) Of the 0om law* Considerable dissatisfaction prevailed
28Cobbe-fct, W o rks. I#. 522, 524, 52g,
2%ooke, & g t clt., I, 262 quoting $fa* Farmer’s Masaa 
white contained many accounts of the results of the harvest,* 
and the corresponding effect on prices*.
among the people* fhe price climb continued through the 
winter months of 1804 and ISOS# A petition condemning the 
recent 00m  law and retreating repeal was presented to the 
Horae of Gommons by the manufacturers of Stockport*^ Oiiy 
officials, Chambers of Commerce* manufacturers, traieamen.* 
and laborers were,represented by a series of petitions from 
leads1 Manchester* Paisley, leicesfert Salford, lan&yk,
Bolton* Wigan, Middleton* and other towns* Complaints were 
made regarding the high prices of flour and ’bread com,” and 
the high duties on the warehousing of grain*. Many demanded 
repeal of the law, According to the Secretary of War, the 
petitioners were complaining of' evils ■ that had not come into 
existence, whichto an extent was true* the computed averages- 
showed the price of wheat at 92&*~4&*t this was considerably 
above the 54s* set by the law of 1804 and the porta were 
closed to exportation*^ ■
Some of the corn factors ■admitted the cause of scare-* 
ity was because of crop failure
Mar* John Dixon, eornfactor (who had stated his . 
opinion that the first rise had been caused by the com 
bill), .was asked, *io you know of no other causes of 
of the rise?1 *  Answer* *1. know of no other causes* 
except In allusion to the general blight * which was not
^Henss of Gommona Journal* M  (l§0f), 85*
32Ibid., pp, 97, 110, 115* US, Ml* 172, 174, 176,
201,
^%eoke* op* Mi*, I, 265 citing extracts of evidence 
collected in May, "
known fill a few weeks before the harvest*1
**, Joseph Stenard, com factor, .said, *1 do appro* 
hand that the advances from the 2d of July to 'the 6th of 
August were in eonsequenoe of the hill then before the 
house; that the subsequent advances arose from the un­
favourable weather* and ’the ■apprehensions of a defective 
harvest*1 ♦'lid you hear-in the first week of July of 
the -wheat harvest being likely .to be defective?-**** *1 
recollect on the- second fuesday to July* from the exces­
sive cold .rain* and from what 1 heard afterwards of its 
being pretty general through togland, X believed that' to- 
be the cause of the great defect to the crop of wheat I1
Deter Giles* com factor, said, *t,think -wheat 
and oats advanced to July from Ss* to 10s* per qmaritrf 
but uot wholly occasioned by the agitation of the bill*f
Crop failure had been sufficient to cause the rise to
com prices without the aid of the Com Bill, wrote Dhomas
fooke* the writer also stated that the price rise could not
be .credited to the theories of currency and war demand*^
Oobbeit did m t  completely .agree with this# for he continued
to assert to the Beglatar that the issuance of paper-money
aided speculators in keeping the price of provisions high*^
0om trade -and the War 
fh# price of wheat rose above 96s* 4d* a quarter to 
August 180|*. Gold summer weather led to apprehension of an* 
other deficient crop.36 In the month of July, Britain had
imported great quantities -of wheat, (The Dimes (lenten) re* 
ported that never had such a great Importation occurred to
34Ibid.. p. 265. 35Cobbett,
36Joohe, op. ft.lt»» I, 266.
at
nm  short a apace of time; than took place last week* fo 
fewer- than 1? vessels of that valuable- article have sr* 
rived * * Dhe October tlst JgJjyigt stated that ”tlie im­
portation of wheat last week amemtM to about 15fi0d 
quarters lot since 1800 and XSCa had Ihglari imported
sueh large fuwtlflea of train#
leonmlo forces instead of legislation were to deter* 
mim grain 'prices for the remainlag years of the tar* the 
strain of war resulted In fittto death January 23, XS06*^ 
toe ministry of .All the talents formed under Grenville,
M
including fox and Sidmouth* assumed control; the leader,
fox died in office that same year* A short time later,
the Grew exerted its power mi boldly cleaned house; Dory
successors responsible for directing the remainder of the
41war were fereetral# Liverpool mi Oastlereagh * During 
the years that followed * a system of licenses by both 
belligerents were to control and regulate prices and terms
373 M  Times (London), July IS, 1805.
3atbta,, October S I , 1805*
^Trevelyan, §&* .ait* * pp. 114*417*
40WilllaJ2 Law Mathieson, S&^&md. la  'Jra&elticn. 1788**
1831.1 A Study, of Movmmta. (hondeitijsSSgahMt W ^ m  md Go, , 
Iflff), pp* 133*134* ’' "Wm- w m  Secretary* of' State for foreign 
Affairs, and Sidmouth was Irivy .Seal* Xfaill* gg* cit.» f T, 
70S*
^freveiyan, gg>*. pit** pp* 114*117#
of the grain bra&e*^ Eeaults of the battle of ffaialgar 
secured England from fmmfm; however* concurrently a period 
of acute social distress and commercial strain m $ iaauga-
rated*4^
fhe Prussian Government had contributed to the diffi­
culties by prohibiting British -ships from entering its rivers 
or porta# fhia exclusion which affected the grain supply 
from the Baltic region# m m  further extended on iorember 31# 
1886, by !&poleon*e Berlin Decree*^' Aa the main source of 
foreign grain hat been out off# the slightly deficient drop in 
England in 1806 and wheat crop failure in. Scotland in 1807 
held the price above 66s * fixed by the Com M m  of 1804*
Baring 1.806# Sir <John lewport’s Act m m  passedf. this Oom law 
permitted free exportation of Irish com to England and Scot- 
lahd*^ the new measure also established a stogie ruling 
price based on the British system of averages# An order to 
Oounefl was issued on danuafy ?* 180? which forbade trade 
with, any country to. the possession of franco or with French
*8y*-S8* J&&*# P*'I7#
43l’ooi5:e, 0£. .1*. #66| S*aOX*. #£&•»'*» «73»
Mathiesoni SH** ##V 15S-I34*
■ : %^apoleoii' declared by his Berlin Decree the British.
XsX$& were, to a state of blockade* -So correspondence or 
trade' was allowed between them. and francs nor "her dependent 
countries*^ fraill* .on* iij#r 7*
45*« a** . **ir# ^ j?.^
84
allies* ffee grain trade raeeirei another' blow when follow­
ing the bombardment of Copenhagen, the ttmim Closed the Sound* 
fhen the 'Meaians placed an embargo on Ingllsh merchandise 
after lbs fre&iy of fiieit* the wheat crop of 1808 was e^
a*?
oeeslvaly damaged by stormy, wet weather at harvest J
She operation of the Continental system was tightened;, com­
bined with the American Snh&rgo the price of wheat remained 
between 80b #  a n d  100a * Hopes for a good harvest in 1809 were 
shattered by continuous rains dnring the harvest which caused 
sprouting and mildew In much of the wheat# It was rmarhed 
that the grain was unfit for anything esmept the distillery, 
and distillation was forbidden*^ She plight of the British 
people appeared desperate# the government could not provide 
relief: by legislative enactments, because it was useless to 
■suspend 1 mm against importation*
late in 1809., relief came fron m. unexpected source* 
France had produced a bumper crop Of wheat; prices had dropped 
so low that dissatisfaction was voiced by the farmers who were 
unable to pay their tares* fe bring relief to his country, 
and perhaps for other reasons., lapoleon offered to export 
wheat to England under & system of licenses# Although a heavy
^fratiif £g* StS*t 6t3*
47feol», £34** 1
48Ibld,, p*■288* Contemplating a serious shortage of
food, a Bouse of Commons Committee recommended this law be 
passed in. 1808*
export duly vs# chained the British government, vessels were 
granistf licenses by great Britain to transport the grain from 
two mlliien fuarttrs shipped from franc# were indeed 
veliiiiiei- by the British people* import# combine#
with a fair crop in liio resulted to a drop of $$&* 'to 360« 
im the price of wheat between August' of 1SII and June of 1814* 
Importation had averaged 600,946 quarters of 'wheat and Clour 
per year for the previous nine*year period*^ ®
foreign trade evolved into a type of gambling; it was 
Impossible to anticipate lapoleon’s next move- or its effect on 
prices* therefore, when the .Spanish Colonies in South America 
became independent, and Vast market© were unexpectedly opened 
to British trade, speculation sky-rocketed* Over fifteen mil-* 
lion© .in. loin© m  discount were- held by the lank of England in 
1609 uni the figure of twenty millions was reached in 1810 with 
substantial security 'not being required# A flood of bankrupt­
cies occurred the following year* the Government intervened 
and the Chancellor of the ixehe<|uey Issued sis million© in 
Bxchetmsr Bills*^
the year of 169L6 had been especially severe for Great 
Britain* in addition to a harvest failure the previous year,
®^te4iamentmrr Bebates* If (1811), 398; tame#, .gi*
§ 1## p# tli iiwff gp* MltTit If if fooke# £&&*» X*‘ 298* 
e home supply was sufflllent to furnish m average, of eight 
bushel# per person for 14*166,779, but the. total mrnm popular 
fion for" the period had eltaibet to 11,769*298*
%5*aill, £6* g||*# V, S2SW829*
ret had caused a considerable loss of steep* ly.tte month of 
August, hay was selling for 3& per load; wheat was 116s* per 
quarter? wool ‘brought 2s. Id. per poundi bast and mutton were 
8id*j and cheese sold for- 8d. /famine was thwarted only by 
immense imports of wheat 'in the amount of 1 ,-§67* 126 quarters.®^ 
July and August of 1811 were rainy and cold and by August 1812, 
the average price of wheat hat reached 159s« fte finest quan­
tities were bringing 180s* at Mark lane* Strangely enough, 
the enemy again provided relief; .imports began to- pour into 
England from f ranee.®2
. fries© had remained high for some time and landlords 
and farmers assumed this condition would continue; rents had 
risen with some having increased fivefold since 1790. tend 
speculation became general; many risked their property as huge 
sums, were invested in improvements and lands* fte mercantile 
system was in command as capital 'and labor were Jointly applied 
to wring produce from the sell; worthless ground was planted 
with com and fine pastures were surrendered to the plough.®® 
However, the stage had been set; it was time for a 
repeat performance of the unfortunate experience of 1792- 
Scarcity of grain resulted to the Acts of 1809 and 
ISIS1 the Crown was granted the right to suspend exportation
®^fooke# op. elb...#'l, 323. ®%iriler# gg* gijju* p. 243* 
citing ^Inquiry into- Agricultural Distress, ”
1822, p. JS*'
®%&0baeh, op. elt..» i, 175*
8?
ant allow free Importation* Prohibition of grain for die-* 
biii.atien p m p m m  m m  esiendei to Deodar fi* leiOj then it 
wag &$*«&&$ t$i an february 7* JBU to remain in feres a year; 
subsequent legislation e&iends4 this &ei to Beesmbef 31, U1.J* 
Ones more, farMameni forbade a tar eh or hair powder to fee 
meumfwtursi, fra® wheat or feed preteets* 4 series of poor 
harvests aw the' eenutry again fm the depths' tf dietrass*^ 
fro® 1803 until 1813 the 0cm law policy had faded 
into the b&ehgnouni* After the petitions against the Act of 
1804, failiaaeittary ■ spt#oh#0| pamphlets, Mima! &e^ lai?er and 
newspaper accounts are few* this* of course, may he ascribed
to Hapaieon*e Continental System which closed off the principle 
grain supplies as Oreat Britain struggled for aurvtwl. Bader 
emergency measures escorts had Been forbidden and '.imports per­
mitted duty free* from 1808 to 1813, the average price of 
wheat remained ah«e fi#* per quarter*^®
5^tfe« Aeta r«#«rr*a  to iaaltol* 49 See* TO.# e# 23#
50 Seo. Ill* 0* It* 50 Oeo. II, e, 5* 52 tea* IK.# e* 3#' 
p  Seo, III, e, X27i-'tma 53 See* III, *, ?,
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The mpm pri.m  tw- mmot  these yea» £**« ISO© to 1813 was*
1808 85*» fa,isof loia* oa,




at $ei,e#t' Committee of isij 
■ fhere m m  m  prospect of relief from scarcity or 
famine prices when a Select Committee of' tie Home# of Commons 
was appointed to "ehouire into the Corn fra&e of the United 
kingdom* ** :$hsir import mm issued on May XI* 1833* M  this 
committee. was later to achieve- a degree of' importance it is 
imperative to have some knowledge of its. origin* lo record 
of the appointe-mt of the Committee or of a reason for its 
origination can he located in. the Parliamentary Debates* A 
check of the House of Commons Journals revealed that on 
March ££, 1815* a Select Committee was proposed to inquire 
into the Corn trade of Ireland! an amendment changed the word 
"Ireland”' to "United kingdom. ^  k total of tMrty-three mem­
bers' served on this committee! twenty-seven were aided at a 
later'date* Sir Henry P&meXI was Chairman! others were 
Castlereagh# fansittart {Chancellor of the Bxehecper), tee! 
'{Chief Secretary for Ireland at this time), Huskissoa,, Newport, 
Canning*trattont Baring,, Wellsaley-fole, fhornton, and Giddy* ^  
fhe Committee was. criticised by lord Archibald Hamilton during 
the first debate e# 1811* He declared they were men who by 
the nature of their hackgrowd and positions would not have m  
accurate .knowledge or understanding of the subject under
^Hous* 'a t. Commons Jgmaml, IXflll (1813), 337*
BE
^“Saart.* s& * fill.** I* 373'! Bames* 2£* £££»* BP* 
117-118, Sir Henry Parnell was an Irish landlord.
investigation*^® fee interests of Ireland were paramount m. 
the eommittee was planned*
Prom the debates of 1814 # if is apparent that the 
Irish merchants desired to open their' porta| they expressed 
hitter opposition to the existing restrictions oa es o^rtatloa* 
Parnell pointed out that the previous autumn humorous orders 
could have been filled for Irish grain in South Meriesu^ M  
fact# Ireland desired to develop a worM-wite market*^* the 
quantities of imports appeared to take pre-eminence in the 
first committee report a a reference was made to a tabulation 
of the total foreign grain .Imported for a 21-year period-* the 
Report opened by saving that ’’what ffirst attracted the atten­
tion of your Committee * * * was that the value of foreign 
com .imported into Oreat Britain, during that period X752-1S13 
amounted to 3»58*634#l35i that the average price for the same 
period has been 77/3; and that the average price * * * the 
last four years has been 103/5*1
the Committee had examined all the Com laws* fhey 
studied means for' increasing production that would enable the 
country to he self-supporting.!- It was recommended that the
" Hansard's Parliamentary Sebatea, XXVI (1813), 662*
Hereafter stated as Cedbeiff& Parliamen­
tary iehates. became the "property of Hana&idycoifett%s 'printer*
e°Ifcld., * XXVII (1814), t08*
612MS*» P* 716*
62Smart, og. I, 374»
growth of tillage which hat taken place during the previous 
ten years he farther increased by expanding cultivation to 
the grass lands* Attention we# brought to the feet that lre*> 
land had. in the past five years supplied oae^thirt of Ing~ 
land1© com imports valued at 16,500,000* this was made pos­
sible by an astonishing increase .in the growth of corn in 
Ireland as she had only furnished one-seventh of this amount 
during the previous, sixteen years Historian, 0*. 1# fay 
made the observation that the report did not clarify that 
Ireland had. ■supplied mainly oats, while wheat and flour were 
.imported from foreign, markets* Fay said that it was obvious 
that the Committee was attempting to lfdress the Irish com 
export' in a wheat setting’* m  "wheat was the national food** 
stuff * the Committee was no doubt refering to wheat when 
they stated that limited production in Ingland tod resulted in 
the deficient com supply and consequent high prices*
After an analysis of the production situation in 
Ireland and England.! the Committee gave their deduction, from a 
study of the Com laws* Between the years of 1670 and 1?#5 
"the several laws together formed a system for regulating the 
com trade upon the principles, of restraining importation and 
encouraging e^ertatien** conversely, the system, after 1765
63Smart. op* sit*. I„ 374. _
ifey* 2£. git.** g* 3* lafo»atioa from the Custom
House records showed 554,086 barrels of wheat everted from 
Ireland in 1815 and 1,0§8,|£5 barrels of other grain#
had encouraged importation, and discouraged exportation by 
either prohibiting or limiting bounties * St m& observed 
fro®'1701 to If 14 p^rlite wort atendy -and .moitrate"* the 
average price was 5$a*, 5d*| between the years 171# and Iff4 
the average price was 44s* 74* * while in a nine-year period 
iwm 1804 to 1812 inclusive, the price wag 88a* lid* Oreat 
Britain# under the- former system* produced sufficient com 
for bom# supply end exported •coneMerable quantities to foreign 
markets* However# the latter §mm Saw policy found, the country 
unable to supply her people and Out of necessity relying on 
vast imports.* Based on. these findings the committee concluded*
fh# various evils which belong to at great an la- 
■ portation from foreign countries* to m  great, m  ex­
penditure of Our money* im promoting improv^ient ■ and 
cultivation of those countries at the loss of a similar 
extent of Improvement and' cultivation of our own* and • 
to the established high prices of com* are so numerous 
and sc mischievous* 'that^ ere^ oii# will readily allow 
they are deserting of -the serious attention of Parlia­
ment *il
they recommended the expediency of returning t# the principles 
abandoned in 17#5 in view of the "strong coincidence of plenty 
and low prices with- a system of' restricted Importation* and of 
scanty supply and'high prices -with the contrary system,"^® in 
view of this the committee pro petti six reaolutionss Cl) re­
peal of the iutitfi and-.botaifiei payable under the law'of 3804 i
{2} division of Ireland tot# four maritime and four Inland 
districts for the purpose of' taldag com prices aal sending- 
these to the Receiver of $#m Returns* (3) regulation of ex~ 
port and import prices by the twelve maritime districts of 
Boland* four m^itlme districts of footiand and four- mari«* 
time districts of Irelandi (4) m# exportation if the print of 
wheat was above 90s* 2d* a quarter (5) a high duty of 24s * 3d* 
payable on imports if wheat was under 103a* £&** a duty of 
2a* 6d«.trhesi prices were between 103a* M» and 135a*# .and if 
at or above 133a* 2d* a duty of 6d«.; and (6) no foreign flow 
or meal was to he imported into Great Britain*^
According- to Smart.* •the most charitable judgment that
6B#ould ho passed on such a Report is that it was distog©ini0ns*#*
It is also interesting to look at the method of obtaining the 
information m  which the resolutions- of the report were based* 
first*' fire questions were mailed to the- Board, of Agri­
culture and the Faming Society of Scotland* Second* evidence 
was gathered .from five- witnesses* (italics mine«.), they were * 
Bdward Wakefield who was th© only on© mentioned by name* an 
Irish civil engineer'and m m  miller* an Irish distiller and 
com merchant.* m  Irish farmer* and th© fifth answered ques­
tions only on the subject #f freight rates between Ireland and
to be readjusted February 1* each year detemlned by. the add­
ing of one^seventh to the previous 20 years* Import prices 
were b# be fixed each February lf by. the Receiver of §om 
Returns according to the averages*
r* exoearfc urine was
68Smart, o£„ gjjt*» I, 3?7
England* the fourteen pages of evidence related only to 
Ireland and consisted Calmly of speculative opinionsn for 
inoroasing Irish com production*^ Sir lenry E&mail* chair­
man of the Oomittoo# first presented ike Bspori on dune IS# 
1013.70
terseli did mot have long be wait until# without
legislation# the so-called problem of mder^produotioa in
England was to vanish* fhs abundant harvest of 1813 exceeded
-.all expectations* the markets were flooded with grain and by
Becembar the price had fallen to fla*^ fhis was more than a
fifty per cent drop from the 15I@# recorded average for August
of 1812* fhe crash came* Enormous land investments had
depended on a continuance of th# high prices * She fall in
prices immediately changed the agricultural industry .from a
state of prosperity to a condition of severe depression# the
farmer was unable to meet hie .commitments# lord Brule wote*
Bankers pressed for their advances# landlords for their 
rents# tithe-ownsre for their tithe# tax-collectors for 
their" tasRss# tradesmen for their hills# insolvencies# 
compositions# executions* seizures# arrests and im­
prisonments for debt multiplied# farmhouses were full 
of sheriffs* officers* Many large farmers lost every- 72 
thing# and became ■applicants for pauper allowances * * *
furthermore# while the government was making the largest war­
time expenditures in m  effort to wipe out lapoleon and his
^awartf it* &$.*? fMBanaard, Ilbl* 844*
^fooke# op* S4S*# II* 32*
72Emle, cit,, pp. 322-323»
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forees* t&e grm% fail in oom prices lm& oocmrred*^ At a
time least e^etted^ln m wartime eeonemy^esme the Imeepfiom 
of the moat serious depression DhgfsM ms ewer to #&periM$$» 
ft m m  only a brief time until many of the people were elimor*- 
ing- for a new Com law*
'7e.0fe*# |^*> ait** it 541*
?  mm m h »  fm mm hill of vm
ftelufi m  of the Bill 
Seal# seised the farming community In 1S14# Bemand 
for the abundant crop of the previous year had not material**
i&ed* Bngiand .had become a damping ground for foreign grain
which poured into the harbors at the 'fat# of a hundred thou-*
saM fuartere a week* fhe price of corn continued downward*
hut the coat of horses* stock* implements* and labor remained
high* Landlords demanded relieff they wanted assurance that
the competition of the foreign ..farmer would not driwe the
1price of mm. to .an ever lower lewd*
On May 5t 1614* Sr* Henry Parnell started the debates 
on the Oorr laws in the House of Commons by coming forward 
with the following resolutions f^hat it is expedient that the 
asportation of com* grain* meal*, malt.* and flour* from .any 
part of the IJhited llngdom should he permitted .at all times* 
without the payment of any duty* and without receiving any
p
bounty whatever*n teorge lose immediately objected and
minded those present that the new resolution differed from 
those forwarded by tamell last year* He further denounced
htaart, 2£. gj&,, p. 408. 2Baaaard. SXflJ (18.14), 665,
the professl m  being ^ seriously Injurious to the best
interest -of tiit iomti'y,” Si# measure would sweep away a
system of laws that had It# in operation for a period of
almost five bm&red yeam*^ It aided that f,no proceeding of
any sort1* should he based m  the report submitted last year,
which ms  filled with inaccuracies and inconsistencies*
lose was astonished at 'the prior resolutions | it ms his
understanding that the Select Committee headed by Parnell ms
4
inquiring into the internal com trade of Irelands It de­
clared, *1 had. not tit# remotest apprehension of' any innova­
tion respecting the of the country generally till 1
heard the resolutions moved * lose was willing to concur 
with any proposal to improve agriculture in Ireland# if such
measures were necessary but he hoped that it could he aeoom-
£
plished without bringing danger to the %bole empire*1 fhe 
secrecy under which the Committee had been werhing and the 
haste with which they were urging for legislation was con­
trary if’ established principles*; Disturbed by the Committee 
action*, lose came prepared t# frtsent hit argument* lflhe 
subject is a dry cne#11- he remarkedt wbut as it affects all 
descriptions of people te the Unidom*. 1 trust |: shall be 
$emitted. to go fully into it #■ .* **^  lie lengthy speech
4lMd., XXVI, i§9.$Sl| Supra, pp. 9i-9f»
5Ibid.. XXfll, 668* 6Ibid.. p, #?G, 7Ibid... p. 667
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continued with a-review of the condiilenB mueroun&lng pro**
poeula leading to corn legislation* a resume of methods and
length of time teveXved in eenaiderlng and approving the
ma|or com bills* and a summary of each Com t m  enacted
alnoa the year of 1223*. A complete account of corn prices
taken from Eton. Ooilege records mo presented; he criticised
the oommittoo for their erroneous use of fraois- on yht Qom
frade for price iniormtlon*^ Barlier prices were based on
the nine-gaXXoii bushel* however* fa the fear of 179$ m  act
1.0
was passed adopting the eight-gallon bushel* Prior to
1792 it weald be necessary to deduct one-ninth from. the price
in order for the statistles to be consistently accurate* Mr.#
Chalmers whose prices were -ale.# referred to appeared to ham
11subtracted two-ninths from the Windsor prloe* Hose aoeuBed
Parnell' of not -providing the proper guidance which was ordin­
arily required of the chairman of a. committee making an in­
quiry.*^ After exposing the fallacies of the report and 
pointing out the instances of flimsy evidence# Bose gave his 
views m  the Com haws*. He maintained that the m m  grower 
required protection to the extent of insuring a price suf­
ficiently hi# to pay his rent and obtain a reasonable profit#
8rbta,, p. 690.
1031 See* III, c. 30.
12Ibld.. p, 667,
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hut after this was -accomplished the m m m #r sbmsM haws the
assurance of adequate supplies and "at a pries not exceeding 
the protecting ©ne*.1*^ ® 'Ike application of this dual. .prineipit 
de&andM regulation of both Importation and asportation* I# 
accused the committee of attempting to espiiimte the consumer 
with promises #f cheap bread tkrougk increased eillttmfieif* 
while at the tame time .raising price letele against importa­
tion and reducing those for asportation to • assure the producer 
a higher price for hia com* - Be on# would he misled by th is  
incongruous policy , lose urged against the report in M m  
closing remarkst he appealed to  the starters of the House to 
proceed' "in a maimer consistent with the .infinite Importance 
of the auhjeot*^
Bamell "stepped boldly forward1 to defend hie posi­
tion*. with m  equally long -and tedious speech. Me began by 
stating that when the committee was first, appointed* the ob­
ject was. the examination, of the Com laws of Ireland* After­
ward* when the inrestigation was extended, to treat Britain*, 
"those members who were added to it were perhaps selected 
without due cons iteration.He tented the inaccuracies 
and careless wort of, his committee* pointing out .that. "Mr*
ChaXmer*s work was one of great accuracy and research*,:f 
Parnell claimed that artificial conditions created, by the war' 
made if Impossible ■ £or the agricultwal interest to survive a. 
heavy importation of foreign com* He opposed mrestrained 
Importation of .grain as the purchasing' power of the lauded 
interest would be reduced! manufacturing and trade would suf­
fer* Although regulations would palpably raise the price of 
com* he did not anticipate a subsefuenf. wage rise* In the 
ensuing discussion* Parnell-used as the basis of his. arguments 
Mam imith*s three■ exceptions to free trade which were: (X) 
domestic goods which were taxed should result In e^ual taxes 
m  similar imported goodsf (2) a high duty should not suddenly 
be remote! from an import commodity* and i$) m  industry es­
sential to the national defense required protection* the 
proposed changes in. regulation of com Importation were justi­
fied* said Parnell* under all three of these exceptions* Me 
gawe some opinions regarding former tom legislation* the 
purpose was to secure a plentiful supply and low prices by 
giving protection to the farmer which encouraged additional 
land to be brought under cultivation* Be felt that both, the 
interest of the consumer mi producer had been protected mi 
promoted in the p&si*^. following the. conclusion of the
a rett w m t r ^ f e i i e n * It m o  
$Lpg%&v&&* A m m M  resolution ms then presented s
that the sweral inhita*. a w  papfhi# in. .respeet 
o# all Wfti# grato* si#ni« ani fionir lafttlai into 
fee toitei ;fefe§&efa ahwii m m ®  - ' m &■ and
that -til#. a#iN?rai iatlia in the £$&#«&»£ ifeetole 
iheil, he paid, in lien thereof*
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inakiaaon offered an amendment to this resolution stating lfthe 
flmefeshieit of priet ms an evil#” Els rooomoientation was 
that fee present prlee of #5®* sheuM h# retained m  the point 
at feith the prohibitory am% of 24s. M* would he off not ire # 
ani m- the priee of oom rose an efalimlent assomt sheuM he 
aohiraoiei fro® the tmtf * for example* when fee frloe #£ oofo
per farter was 64a*# fee dutj would he ffa# |I#i fee duty 
would iiii,feiah in a oorreapondtog pro portion until the prlee 
of feaat reaihii S6n# At this point fee duty would he
^ ^ g S M *  SPRJt, ?22. “Bigg” u  a of barley.
automatically eliminated ♦ ■ Members of the louse of Commons
aft limed, the m m  mmtimmtf although mass? strongly objected*^® 
fhe measure m  amended appeared too weak to provide the British 
farmer against m  influx of foreign corn* When the dehates 
were resumed# Man'll# it was ordered that a hill be drafted on 
the first reeeintieni and three dare later Itosittart* Chancel­
lor of the Irekequer presented the hill for the first reading*, 
a #  suhstanoe of the measure wm  that eEportatloa of' grain mM
flour should be permitted from my part of the United Kingdom
20at all times without duty or bounty*
Rose stressed his concern for 1 the monstrous mischief 
with which the Bill was likely to be attended*"^ lie speech 
of May 5# published In pamphlet form, had been presented, to 
members of the louse* Mr* Coke of Icrfolk held a copy in his 
hand* He ridiculed the speech "as rather malicious* if not
oo'
seditious^ *" this was followed by a laugh*' ■ Hr# Western 
wined surprise at the doctrines "in the pamphlet or speech of 
the right hon* gentleman* ” Although it was not "openly sedi­
tious" he asserted It was "an artful but unjust mode of 
reasoning*
Western continued to speak* le gave a recapitulation
w * j | *  Iirniij * .!  u i :i i N n « w »  ■ <  .# * * ' P I  »ri i # ^  i ij  fl. # r | ,l. i J f m . ij  »T  jfii ^ W f t  >  i L i l « i  * j f 11 n i  K i i  [T  i
T>. tat»-
9f  the to te  o f 1670, 1773, IfS l tod 1804,24 He had aw sr 
regarded the Interests s# the com grower to separate from 
the welfare o f the eoasmer,2"' I t  was iapertaat* however, to 
asalatal* a fa ir  average prlee fo r the grower* f»  to toap lish
th is , he advocated bounties which would ps*a»9t#  the demand
§£
bey-ani the actual necessity of the people*: the- interest of
the landed e'l&as remained foremost in ill# mind of iestem*
V , '
W m n  th# House ra^asaembted the following day* May I?*
Woatam oag?x#osod disapprobation of ill# graduated seal# adro-
oated, by Hoefci&swjm*# amendment*^ i# fait it won14 not of fan
adequate pi^ teetion* * the deeiaien was then mat# to drop the
-  ooementoent and aeeepi the resolution In the original fo&m* 
to May ii* it was toied i# .have a hill brought in 
based on the feaolmtioha#^ Petitions had started to owiw 
f r m  all parts of the kingdom# for the first part of the 
year over 170' petitions opposing the measure were recorded by 
the Journal jjgfc House pf iwd0na»^ ' therefore* it was 
deemed wise to postpone notion on the measure $ m  another Bin 
m m M m ^  toe# requested on May 20 that a oommittee be ap~ 
pointed to ma&e .additional inrestigations m  there was not
^%ea*©» was: author of the ©era 1111 of 1004 ,
S5BSsaS* T O *  8 i8 -m * m M & *  * PP- 912-915*
27supra, p. 100 g8HtoBarA. XXVII, 915* 29Ib ld , 
*®Ia?nes, ajj,* elt* * p* 126*
^S»art, as* ott.**' 1* 414* ^Bwfttae* Jg&» Bit*
mtimm to $ m m %If and further action should be 
tifttrii tm & y#ar> lie m m  defeated*®®
lost endeavored three days latef to attach $ elauae to the 
pending Mill setting & price *rt which f#fn eeMd it erperied* 
fkt m.lifted and ea ® y  if tint Mil peeatd 'the
Steoif of femmcas- as feiiiwit **ihat all iofeigil m m §  grain# 
it^i ami flow should at all times to imported and warehoused 
free of M l  duty* until taken out tm  ktm# ft&d
shon&i at M l  times be i^ortei frtt of all d u t y * w i t h  
this first alteratiom in the 003m  laws freedom of export Mai 
Men secured for the Irish XmMrnmm^- the initial step had 
Men taken toward a total revision 0# the Oo» la# system* 
ftis fimcf of iomdon that same day contained the fol­
lowing!*!
In my former remarks, I predicted that if the present 
measures for making a total alteration in the Corn laws
were persisted In# in the spirit then shown, a very few 
days would see the tables of the two Houses of iariia^ - 
menf fevered with, petitions .# * * yet there are persons 
00 itaparat$ that'they would #ndei#enr to force on the 
meatwi# Minted to# M l  only by precipitation* but %
- tot imitation* Ihey would timl every opposition ■ to an 
unreasonable monopoly of the pUMio food with the name 
of sedition*:
fhey have even dared to stigmatise m  seditions the- 
conduct of m g^tlemam whose long and lahoriow pUMio 
ixfe iemvtS' n# in doubt which meet to admirt* the
3%ansara. XWII* ##4.*
n M * *  V* 101°* ®*&# 1)111 fe#s«n<t tit© 'Qetm law et 1814,
sasati 'fiie ieMs June l|f ana ysMiwi %fee royal aeasat im ®
ft, 04 tao* 111, ®, if.
hardihood or the folly of the slanderer* - fhia tioleni 
mat faetionsi calumny, I tm@t# will not defer any u|m* 
right sertmt of the public from toJtog hie duty, &e 
true sower of sedition urges the precipitate adoption 
of measures# which must of necessity throw the whole 
empire into confusion, end render the landowners of 
the country objects of suspicion and hatred to the 
manufacturing and mercantile interests, without any 
real benefit. to the great body of the agricultural 
population * ♦ #<
During the ewelubioa of the Q g m ,  Bill* Gobbett began 
writing &  soriie of articles in the .gtilitgi* fhe first of 
these enfitlii °fetm laws0 a^eartl in Kay* iebbtii wrotei 
°this subject would retire greater apace than I am able to 
allot to it* lo m m h  nonsense had been publiehtd about m o * * 
tooting the- fattisrf so much unparalleled iraehr that I hardly 
taow where to begin#'0 As a com grower# Gobhett opposed pro- 
t#otion.f the prlci was detemiaed not by regulations or laws 
but by the oice. and quality of the crop# He adduced if the 
prices'of if ft were to be restored, t sates should first be ad­
justed according to the standard of iffp# fares that year 
were under fourteen -millions while the amount raised in fasts 
had climbed, by lilf to si^ty^aine millions fbe fan per** 
force came out: of the consumer's pocket# for those who ate the 
loaf paid ■the to%# If was necessary for the price of wheat 
and tm on wheat protects t# tis® to meet paymenti on the
f!
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es (hondoa) Mey JfcJ* 3J14* this, is a portion
#f the ®mm article oebbefi' reprinted in the 
ioMator -alao in May#
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little address in getting the landowners for their 
allies * *■ flie landlords ■ would. finally store the blame
and bear the brunt of the attack; they would be the losers $ 
Cobbett urged Ooke to seriously consider the outcome of the 
measure*^ .
Oobbebt addressed a letter to **By Worthy but Deluded 
Neighbours*1' who were in the process of framing a petition 
against the Dorn Bill* He criticised the petition m  being 
based on erroneous resolutions* He objected to the proposed 
bill and told them ttot all such laws in M s  estimation were 
useless and injurious to the country* Be wanted the people 
of Southampton to realise that their resolutions were not 
focused on the "true causes of the distress.*^ Qobbett ex- 
plained that the association of the High .price of corn with 
the war period implied'that they believed that corn was less 
expensive during a time of peace* Many tod fallen into ttot 
■error* • the only connection between peace and plenty was the 
^connection between peace and fruitful, seasons.Oobbett 
aaktdi
Wtot does plenty meant tty* abundance propor­
tioned to our wants* ted. what can possibly make the . 
time more abundant than another* except the differ- 
dice in the seasons? Mill any one say* itot the 
blights or the mildew© pay any respect to peace or
43IblA,t pp. 306-307.
. p* 32*4 
^Cobbett, Wor&s, VI, 308.
watf M m  it peace IMat gave us the feeding stower##'' 
the hot sane* the fine harvest of last yeaif to is 
it war which has given us the cold dry wind® of 
this last mouth of lax#- md the white frosts which 
m  'have haii until within, these four days? lee© 
pease give us .greater quantities of apples and 
peaches than wit dess? Why# them* should it .gift- us'
greater tuatrbitltii of m m ?  .* *
OoSheft reviewed the conditions of the country after 
the restoration of pease m  ISSf*- HMr * M  ding ton had given 
us Im m  m i  J & f f l f S * # * iread hat been dear in the last 
two years of the waff ami* the moment pease was made* it be** 
came cheap* these two facts were put together# and the 
point' was settled for sver*11^  for some reason# the actual, 
cause of plentyf the abundant harvest of that year# had beem 
■overloohei* Gobbeii gave a list #f the average prices of 
the ■ quartern loaf in periods of peace and war from i?§0 to 
1804 mid- pointed out 'that only in. one Instance was the loaf 
Mghet during war* Is again emphasised that far too- much 
attention had been paid to the n stupid notion*1 that peace 
brought plenty in 1001*^ for several, pages# he continued 
his criticism of the Southampton petition# tearing apart 
the resolmttons statement by atattmentt In oomclhflo% > 
fobbett stated he would -gladly have Joined in a petition 
against the bill#- ^hut 1 cannot put my name to a.'mass of 
heterogenoms matter* the offspring of iterance and the
46|M4»* »*. 30*$O9*
aenree of
to# letter m m  W %  w f  . t o  toe m m @ #  fob**
b#it e^ pettei-t- toe 'aapfer tame to to# tom if toft# '%#et 
toneitre cmonpiome litter®*# to# aorrespondeni referred to 
iobbett1# prison i-#» at itepatoi Oobbait failed t# mdereiand 
tow tola tied to with M m , mgmmi$M to toe tom Bill* toe 
other writer# i M  net appreciate hi# efforts to torreei their 
iritatlms opinion#* If toe people of Southampton chose to 
reJett to### argmeato, CtWbtfb they #to!4 aftoto
If.* M m k k m m  to# had made to# asm# statements to Parliament* 
toe main reason OObdeti opposed fie legislation* he replied to 
hie ooweaponiente* was that the public weald he tamed 
against “landlords* faimers* miller* and bakers* and hare time 
taken their attention m w  from the real earns## of public 
distress*1*^
.Codbett attaifee- to# ®§##rb of the Committee of 
- toe Sot## #f tofts: m: t o m  Bill
In 'iettiito'irf i<&4» totoett tototeei a m w  $ i tot 
RefOft #f #f M m m  G m m $ M m  too## ohjeetiirt w m  to
bring tot# esgieitai# n 1 » ; *t# \jptoiMt- toporisriten of ##«*■ 
until #ur own mm Mil eeti at onto a -ftioe as shall enable
fg|\
the gzmmv t@ gjrt« §A «£ jsy hit JNWst «4 Iwwwt* HJV {taVb*tr§
^cobwtt, wate, if, ;sio, ' 49lMA*f pp* S*jMW7.
%shls«*tt IftAa, ft* SIB.
this action would Injure the country m  the measure would 
cloae the farts to foreign corn in order to raise the prices 
to the high levels of the past five or six fears* le gave as 
his objection the following* “that it b^tet a benefit. to man- 
M M  ia ggnerai,, that eomtglae shouia te £fc l.ihMty to jpiaBto 
with their bIBSBIM'I cnoh a jaw would he hostile
to that great and, bsnOflelent principle*nv -': Oebbett saw 
nothing wrong with a person of fixed income hiding foreign 
food products if that 'would enable him to eat and live better#
He ■ emphasised ■ that the high, taxes and ■ increased poor. rates 
were'a direct result from the war# Sine# the landlords and 
farmers had been such staunch supporters of the war that. created 
the national, Debt# they should also willingly pay the cost of 
■the 'war declared Oobbeti* they were willing to pay their 
share of the taxes, he added, tat insisted on high prices for 
their norm so they could avoid any distress#-loss# or discom- 
fort*'^
Oobbett called the leport of the Committee, "this Jumble 
of crude matterf this mixiy maxty of guess wo-rh* facts# and 
■speculations| this booh of the philosophy of conceited farmers 
and iand^ suryeyors*^  She main point of the report according to 
Oehbatt was *thal something should b|
beijM sold under .1 is* ■ & bushel* ^  the Report mentioned
had -been made:io-bring persons before them who ted.
f e%iti#fte# agmJ*si: the bill*.' Ione feud ■avowed*- the otnelu-*,
Sica# w m  'that perhaps itis objected
to a km^$M> faaaaft of the MIl***^Oi'be tee Mil itasif* If
m  "much 44£flenity had, during tbs § m m $ M m
investigation ill locating people who had Ofpoeei the bill-#
Oobbetb suggested that maybe insufficient effort had, been pot
forth# He .silli, -
ly objection to the Oorn Bill was p m tty well known to 
their lordships# 1 dare say they had. heard too that 1 
was a farmer? end I tere the preemption- to suppose# 
that they' must hare thought me pretty nearly me capable 
'.of affording them iMOimatioii.-t^ on'the subject aw some# 
at least of the moral philosophers whom they ermmimed,* 
fheir lordships did not-' call j§j| before them * *. * if the 
Bill be for the protection of the farmer# I must have 
been the best^possible witness * seiSiSj that my declared 
opinion m m  'against the Bill*P
Cobbett observed that the leperf asserted the farmer 
would be motivated to supply all the' wants of the nation if 
he could, be guaranteed a price of 10s* per bushel, if simply 
were the object and that could be furnished at a low price 
from francs# Oobbett asked# "why would you say to her#: fTou 
shall not" supply us with cheap bread# because our faimers are 
ready' to.supply us with dear breadt11^ ? M  the least#, this was 
incongruous* Britain would teen .tipi-ain to- franee# ■'-*** * * If 
we buy bread, of you at sixpence a loaf#' o w  fmmom will.turn 
sulky upon m m  hands# and will not"'grow us; « y  wheat*
w 0a«>©t-|» to i to , IT , 331-S34* ' S% S i|.W t* . B 4 *
Cobbett stated there was something revolting to human mature 
in forcing people "to pnrbhase their food tear when they dan 
purchase it oheap*11^  in attempt was being made to deceive 
the people by the writers and members of Parliament who were 
moeuraging aofiiiesoenee to- m m  legislation.# W m real eanae 
of the push for high prices -was being obscured# Cobbett told 
M s  readers* *it is the Coteiwent* and mot the Farmer who 
stands la need of hi^**pMeei c o m * t e a t  the faster needed 
was relief from heavy ta^atiOiH^iot higher com prises # Cob* 
bett wrote? -w* * # if there be hot one man in ail Hmgland found 
to petition against m$b a measure* I will'be that
People and Petitions
On fhursday* May 5# 1814# while lose was making his 
speech in the ’ House of Commons against the proposed changes in 
the- Cora laws* activity was apparent in the House of lords# 
lari Cray came forward with a petition imm tradesmen,, manu­
facturers , and others of the town of lew Oastle-upom-fyme 
■against the Cora Bill* 'She petition was signed by 11,000 per- 
eons# It was stated that had the-signers mot been in such 
haste to present the petition, many mere signatures could have
1*50been, proowed from people in the adjacent areas ami villages*






which would Offset the t m  t m a t h e  laniewiitp# had to bearf •
end eubtliag off fo^ tipi ■ euffltee of-core by a high duty could
bring imijaeus Pewits to industrial ami ota^ epefal Interests*^
Im wrilijag ah«t the form Bill m  Hay Iff 1114*
informed its readerst
fhe true ant only object of these projectors* whom 1 
presume to be m m m  of lands im Ireland* must ham- been 
to keep up their rente to the exorbitant rate which they 
M m  reached in consequences of the war « * * they hope 
to drire the English agriculturists in m great degree oaf 
of their own market! and at ail m m ts their object is to 
exclude aid foreign, competition * * * I am not im the 
-slightest degree adverse to the fair claim which the 
Irish eultimtop has to preference; bat 1‘ say bis claim 
moat be confined within 'the- limits which he himself
points out* that of being. enabled to supply 
at B^gstfe w & m  * -* *m
followittf.were six important points that should be brought to 
the legislator#* attention; (1) imoreasti. rent of land compared 
to other articles* (t| "peculiar advantage" of the Irish land*- 
owner who paid no land tax* poor rates* or tithes on grass­
land, ||) the actual state of the English poor rate* (4) 
tim  rate of factory wages* (5) relation of wages and poor 
rates to the price of bread the past 20 years* and (6) the 
fixed points which permitted foreign importation* the article 
Oonoiuiti,|
If these were m t  considered by Parliament* they will 
underbelly be laid holt, of by designing men Out of doors 
who will be furnished with the strongest of all possible
b^teammt gE* S41*t P* liters expressing• iif*
f spent new# were ¥7 ETTfciku# and William Spence* 
latter refuted the objection# to - the Com Bill*
^4fhe fines {Bendem)* .lay if* 1S14
if it &bm& & happen that laws so extensively 
affecting the public interest;* should b# adopted 
without even III form of tores tifaitog- those grea%*| 
ant important teptos to which they piaialr relaie*p
00 ©aiiy fotitioiio had been reettoti' la the Bouse of
Commons by the sixth of #unt that .the Chancellor of the Ix~
eg
cheeper suggested these be referred to & coimaiiiee* Bartof 
that month petitions opposing changes in the Com. haws con- 
timed to pour in from ail .parte of 'the Snides* Among, those 
expreasing agatoai alteration were 'the town of Sunderland* the 
pariah of it# iu&e and the pariah of St# Andrew* On tone If* 
1814* the'Bari, of lauderdale entered a protest against the Com 
Bill to the louse of lords Journal» Seventy to'eighty peti­
tions hat been received ■ to the louse of lords by the end, of the 
month# the decision was made'to refer /these to a committee*
Bari Stanhope concluded that. the large number of petitions 
received was substantial evidence of proof that the proposed 
alteration of the 0orn %mn was to error
lot all the petitions received opposed corn legislation* 
On duly 10# Stanhope brought to the attention of the House of
29PRIJ, ?» 49.-
%^ogei?a.* #we 0 Mwia Hiorold (ed.)» A gqnolflte
Collection of ^h# fretpaia of the lords. (j irpto*i ' Oxford i 
Clarenlbh Bress#' liff J7" ltv 4Ti^l7l* Bereafter cited m
.BsaSasfflt M  iia
lords a ftfibisii be bmt prit#at# the prerieua day imm the 
ga^^ire of
'to mommM of the liaif abatis# attending the 
growth of mm  and the tm state of the markets* m 
iMtequaie- prise $$t&£ mot bo oltalmeii that if euoh a 
state of thing® continued* mm  mischief would arise 
to the jmhlit* as will m- to tedltliaait * * J®
A letter was received by the Horns0 of lerie from ieimiishlre
$o&t aiming. the followings *ihat greater distress emitted
among the famors than hag been teo« for S& yeam*^ihai the
mm wm msaleable* ■ aim that cattle had fallen to half its
71
former prime*1,1
the number of petitions #<mitetei to mount* Such a
large number had beam rettiwi. on the swbieet of the Cora laws,
with mere remaining to be presented* that the Duke of lorfolk 
meted ah" February IS* lil5 for- additional information before 
the Bouse of Commons eoult legislate* -the request was for the . 
returns of the average price of grain in the maritime districts
7P
from Mmm^m it ternary* loth inclusive*
On the first of March* fir lame# Ihaw brought forward ' 
a petition iron ih# ward' of irippegate requesting that no 
alteration it mad# in fb# trieting §@m tmm uaii% the Home# 
eenli ieteimiiie the off tit pmm might hart m  oo»eroialt 
trading ant ^ rioultmral Interests* frothero stated that he
117
kali in his hand a petition signed by 40*000 persons from. 
Bristol opposing Corn law alterations because of "its ruinous 
tendency to the rest of the community 4 petition from
Coventry- made appeal on behalf of the commercial and trading 
classes of the community* fhis m m  presented on March third 
'by Mr* Beter Moore and contained over $*000 signatures* the 
petitioners feared that the promoters of the hill, were trying 
to hasten, the' measure through without allowing the country 
time to eaepmss an opinion* Moore added that from his observa­
tions • the fear was justified f he was definitely opposed to the 
principle of the bill* After a lengthy discussion* Huskieson 
replied* "As to the petitions which had been presented on the 
subject * 0oi forbid that the louse should not pay attention to. 
the petitions' of the-people*!t fkeir arguments would be 
weighed* but the final judgment would rest with Parliament*
Mr# Baring- presented' a petition on March ■$* ISIS 
which bore the signatures of nearly the whole adult population 
of Carllsle and the surrounding community# About 6*000 people 
expressed their opposition to- any alteration of the Corn laws* 
Furthermore# criticism was leveled si the Board of Agriculture 
which was considered “a very great nuisance** Bvil# .and not 
good had been produced by the Board tampering with the Oom 
laws* Another statement made by the petitioners was* "Your
* pp* 1172* 1173* 1174* fhis was the second 
petition from Bristol presented by frothem*. ’
?4lansard* XMX> 1242,
petitioners: "are satisfied, that any hops Of success in re* 
etrietlng the Importation of corn* must arise from the people 
net being fairly represented r**fpom the. want of parliamentary 
reform***^ Baring added #nb srgumsnt~*n© fact that eyer 
before had been submitted to that Ioass**preyed a# clearly the 
insnffioi«mty of the pretent representation of the country, at 
th# ■ number of petitions which had. been m  this occasion sub* 
mltted'to parliament, without producing any off set whatever *^  
On March tenths the Westminster petition containing 
42 * 475 signatures. was. brought forward by Sir Francis Bur&ett*
He apologised for the rioting of his eonstitusnia and said .he
/
had aitiati them to cease this- crude opposition. to the Oom 
BUI and concentrate on eiiminating the greatest of ail evils
mtf
by Parliamentary ■ reform# 1
.Cebbett found- that he would not have time to call to* 
gather -any number of people to sign a petition protesting the 
Corn Bill#' He desired to formally present at least to one of - 
j the House of Parliament his reasons for objecting to the bill# 
therefore* he personally drew up' a petition rejecting protect** 
ion and forwarded It to Bari, itanhope in the louse of BorAe*
In spite of the fact that '161 gentlemen .of Hampshire had signed 
a Beouisitlon, the ligh Sheriff refused to convene a'meeting, so 
■ that the county m  a whole could sign and. submit a petition*..
iobbetf said.it was therefor## lift to M m  to Bim on bekal# 
**#f a great majority of the inhabitants Of Hampshire* Si#
it fa iiiiie ii wtiteb bet®# a part t f  tk# petition# dated ia rih
Sir*~~¥e# the tmderslg&ed l^eehol&er# ant otaer 
landholders* fradesmem a Hi Rswtfastttrws of the Ceu&tjr. 
of Southampton# parcelling* that* in Iranians parts of 
the Kingdom, eviI*aieposed* or misguided* persons ant 
emdearenring to prevail -on iha legislature to impost 
Duties on the importations of 0om* ant being convinced*
■ that such % m m m §  w m It gi^eveiMiy oppress the lab** 
curing classes* would he «masus. to' frideamen sad Hanu** 
faoturtre# wooll* in- the end# be Injurious to the irow** 
era of 0o m  -and the Owners if land themselves*. and 
'might possibly disturb the peso# of his Majesty*s 
Dominions, request that you will he pleased to convene 
% meeting of' the Ooonty on m day m  little distant m  - 
map he- convenient* .in. order to take into' consideration 
sad to discuss the propriety of presenting a Petition 
to the tw# Bouses of Parliament * earnestly piling#
That no such measure may he adopted# and also praying 
for a repeal of laws* hostile to bur rights and liber* 
ties# passed daring the late wars# and'.for a ©onstitu- 
tional" lefoim in the Oommons1 louse of wmximmM^9
In addition to his plea gainst .the passag# of the eorm Bill* 
Oabbeft brought to the .attention of faxliaaent the dietresati 
condition of the mass of people under the present poor law 
system*; Independence. and patriotism had been sacrificed to 
fanp-erisait . ftbkeit petetii out -alst* that he was m m t of 
the fast that the cultivators ant landowners needed additional 
intern# t# meet the tmm. demands# 1# hoped the public t^tnsts
^8Cot>t>ett, Works, If, 348* Reprinted tt&m a fterefa,
1815 P-Qlit,l.oai Appendix B* p * 13 #^
^ibia * * p# |4|# fke Petition is printed in full.* 
ie# Appendix D#' p* I'll*
would be reduced mud the tames lowered without raising the 
SOprice of ©cm* He concluded by sayingt
four Petitioner humbly prays,' that your lordships will not 
mm. any law to urohihiti g£. restrain the Importatpn of 
Corn; and, as the’ nation, onoe more, happily sees the days 
of peace, he also- prays for the repeal of all the laws* 
laying new restriottonfS eg tg§g&# passed during the 
late"wars?” and further* he. most humbly but most earnestly 
prays mod implores your lordships to take info your early 
consideration that subject* which* in point of real im~
■ portanae* swallows up all others * namely* the state of the
represent at ion of the people in the Commonsf House of 
Parliament*^ 
Cobbett wrote in the Register: HXhue if appears to­
me that X have done everything which I had the power to 
against this Bill* whioh* 1 am afraid* will* in spite of-all
op
our efforts* besom© a law*1
Mob violence again broke out across the country. 
Moting increased in intensity* Members of Parliament favor­
ing the legislation were attacked as angry mobs descended on 
their property* Robinson, the author of the Bill* narrowly 
escaped as soldiers stationed around his home used gun fire 
to force the crowds back*^ Hevertheless, the Bill passed the 
House of Commons,#
When the measure came before the lords, attempts con­
tinued to be made to thwart its passage# Cm March 20, two
®®0oVbett, Worisa, IV, 350. 
81Ibid., pp. 350-351.
hours were spent receiving petitions, the Bill was than read 
for the ■ third and final time, the vote was 128 in favor and 
only 21 opposed, She minority entered the following protest 
in the House of lords. Journal %
Monopoly is the parent of scarcity* of dearness, 
and of ^ certainty* fo out off .any' Of the sources Of 
supply m u  only tend to lessen its abundance; to close 
against ourselves the cheapest market for any commodity, 
must enhance'the prise at which we purchase lit and to 
confine the consumer of com to the produce of his own 
country is. to refuse to ourselves the benefit of that 
provision which Providence itself has made for egualis** 
ing to m m  the variations of season and climate#^
the Bill became law March 23, 1815# frevisions were 
to shut foreign com out of' the British market until wheat 
sold for 80s,, rye, peas,, and beans, S3s*, barley, beer,, and 
bigg, 40sand oats its# per quarter with Colonial prices 
fixed at 67s*, 44s*, 33s#, and 22a*., respectively.*^ "the 
Com Bill was passed with soldiers drawn up round the Houses 
of Parliament; it was passed in spite of thousands of petitions 
against it; it has caused a mass of misery indescribable ♦ # *ft
^Protests of the lords* p* 482; Bntire frotest quoted 
in Appendix' E,' p# 135%.....
a%5 tec* III, e* 16* See Appendix 4, p* 126*
^0obbett, Marks* '71, 513* these words were written 
by Oobbett in 1826#. ' '
Buriag the early nineteenth century social,, politicalt 
eeenemid movements in treat Britain became entangled with 
the problem o f the eeuntry*e feed-supply mi these entangle** 
meats were complicated by the shift in arrangements governing 
agi^e^imre^eepeclally the growth of capitalism* from 1793 
t# 1815 momentous changes occurred which affected the future 
of the Com laws*, fhe two most significant were* (1) grow** 
ing animosity and class consciousness between the upper and 
lower classes following the distress and resultant rioting 
which took, place during the famine years of 1795-1796 and 
1799-*180l, 'and (2) the enormous impetus given the enclosure 
movement by deficient' harvests and the war years accompanied 
by the social and economic changes among the agricultural, 
classes*.
Progressive agriculture with its emphasis on profits 
and commercialism had created m  atmosphere in 'Which the 
rural, worker was exploited.# William Cebbftt witnessed the 
suffering of the people; he saw, he felt, ant understood 
their plight* After 1804, he came forward to champion the 
cause of the rural laborer* that same year the first of 
articles against the Com laws, appeared in the
tods ter* 'foreseeing that 'the proposed legislation was a 
■Class measure designed to drive the pries of grain high to 
benefit the landlords -and these At## livelihood depended on • 
higher ife&e&t Oebbeit alt# realised an opposite s M  adverse 
offtot would beset the rural laborer*.
iobbett favored 'free grain trade at all times and. de­
nounced the Corn %m$ m  injurious to both, farmer ani Mhorer 
m  well a,a ruinous to the entire community# 1# familiarised 
hie reader# w 1th the wile of A# pending legislation which 
would olose the port# to foreign grain until near famine 
prices were reached* In his fight- against the proposed m m m m -  
of- 181.5', Cobb ebb adroitly rallied the rural laborers to his 
side, writing in his blunt and often infuriating style, he 
attacked those who were in power* meanwhile punctuating his 
articles with questions meant to make M m  readers think* mot, 
and finally fight* rather than'allow themselves to he driven 
deeper into distress and poverty* As Cobbeti devoted his 
strength -and energy toward wiping out the evils, of the country, 
he alienated many of the landlords* hut at the same time eon- 
gelMaiei .and united the laboring people for which he stood, 
Cobbett1# violent opposition, to- the law of lilf helped open the 
eyes of the population to the necessity of Parliamentary to* 
foim* For Sebbeti* this was not the end of a fight*: It was 
only -the begtating, through his writing*,. Oohbett bee«# leader 
of the lefom. movement*
In conclusion* one question remains to be answered*.
Was Cobbett right in his stand against the Com laws?
Several years- earlier he bad written: ttfhe only question is
am I right? if x m  not., overset my arguments, and show the
iworld 1 am wrong* ” Bren though Cobbett was at times alone 
in M s denunciation of the Com. laws* his most bitter critics
could- not prove M m  wrong, in fact* less than a year passed
after the enactment of the Com law of 1015 when his pre&ic-
tions began, to come true.*





c o m  u w r
Price of
Statute Provisions Wheat at date
12 Cat# II# Attempted to raise revenue 
c* 4 by permitting imports and
exports subject to high 
duties*
An Act for the Bneourage~ 41 S 
meat of trade"
(1) Permitted engrossing# 
i*e#» buying in one market 
to sell In another when 
wheat was at or under 4§s*# 
and other grain in. pro­
portion*
m  took off the high duties 
on importation# -and imposed 
to ad valorem duty in their
(5) Remitted asportation of 
wheat (subject to a reduced, 
duty of 5s* 4d* per quarter) 
m m  wheat was at m  under 
40a#. -and other grain in pro­
portion*.
22 Car* II# Act for the Improvement of
o* 15 .tillage and the Breeding'
Cattle
afhs laws listed are those affecting Com law policy 
in early nineteenth century IngiaM., Bata from fro there# on* 
iii** Pf# 205-1511 imle# eg*- i|&** 490-494*
Prise of
Tear Statute Provisions Wheat at date
St d#
22 Car. I I *  ( l)  Permitted im portation « f J I 0#
e. 13 wheat subject to  a duty o f
0®* per quarter when wheat 
mm between 53#* 44* aad 60s. 
trnd Me* per quarter when 
below 53a, 4d«
(2) Prohibited exportation 
when the home price  o f wheat 
ms 33s* 44# or above i t *
Other grain in  proportion,.
1689 1 Wa, & Mary Bounties were offered of 5a, 46 ©
c. 12 on every exported quarter o f
wheat when the prises were 
a t o r below 48s., 2s, 64* per 
quarter o f barley o r malt*
24s., 3s. 64«, rye, beans* or 
pees* 3te*» 2s* 64** oats or 
oatmeal* 15s* Imports con­
tinued to  be governed by the 
Act o f M70.
Shis Act remained in  
force t i l l  1814, but i t  was 
suspended during each o f tbs 
fo llow ing yearsj—1698, 1699,
IfCf, 1741, a m ,  i m *  1759#
1765-67, 1768-69, 1771, .1773*
1773 13 Sa»* I I I ,  BurSse’ s Act 51 G
c. 43 (1) Prohibited exports and
abolished the bounty whoa th®
quarter o f wheat vm  a t « r 
above 44a., o f rye 28e., o f 
'barley 32s*» o f oats 14®*
CD Permitted exports and 
continued the bounty whoa 
prices were below the above
(3) PeSBitteS Imports of 
ftwelp. .grata at ® duty of 
64* a quarter when horae-gzwa 
wheat was at op above 48e. 
sad other ®peltt in proper-
(4) Imposed the prohibitory 
duties of 12 c&r, II, upon'
Year Statute
■JL '/ / TCWfJ/ 4> *#*'«$*4-4* £
e« 43
1791 31 Geo. Ill*
c, 30
1804 44 Geo. Ill,
c. 109
1806 46 Get), III,
o, 97




foreign produce imported be- 51 
low those prices*
(5) Allowed foreign com to- 
be imported -duty free for 
exportation*
(1) Be&rraaged the scale of 48 
duties on imports# 6s## per 
quarter on wheat at or above
54s** 2s* Id# between 54®* 
and 50s* # 24s * 3d# below 
50s.
(2) Permitted wheat to be 
exported up to 46s* without 
bounty# and up to- 44s# with 
bounty*
(3) Provided proper regis­
tration of prices of grain*
Imposed higher duties on 62
foreign imports# 6s* a quar­
ter when home prices were at 
or above 66a*# 2s. 6a* be­
tween 66s*. and 63s.# 24s# 3d* 
below 63s* It also permitted 
exports up to 54s*
free export and import of 79
com permitted between treat 
Britain and Ireland*
Corn# grate* meal* and flour 73 
(bread and biscuit added by 
■'treasury Order}* to be ex­
ported at all times without 















Provisions Wheat at date
a* d*
Mr* Bobinserfe iet, passed 65 
under a pretest from ten 
Peers, entered on the 
Journals of the House; pro­
hibited the,importation of 
foreign wheat while home 
prises stood at the follow­
ing figures per suarten~ 
wheat, 80s*; barley, 40s*} 
oats, 26s*; rye, beans, and 
peas, 53s* British North* 
toerican corn' wasJ admitted 
on a lower scale*
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.iad sSufiifxiS sot«*<I aSBJiaAV
Affiiron d
*i fisifie® AQAts&T ms # w  aru*
(
ftt# fitifioa #f WM*tM CClBlff* ft Botley* Im. Hampshire* 
-latei. on the itth toy tf larch* iiUf 
' M l
that your feiiiiorer on the ICttx instant* delivered to 
the High Sheriff of Hampshire* tigmei by y#W Petitioner him­
self* and by five luradred ant eighty-one other inhabitants of 
the Couitiy* mmf of whom art freeholders* landholders* and 
iand-euliimbor# * a Eequiaition if the following words; to wit t 
r Sir*--We, the undersigned freeholders and other hand- 
holders | tradesmen and Manufacturer# of the County of South** 
m p tom*/perceiving*. that* in various parts of the Kingdom* 
evil-disposed* or misguided* persona are endeavouring to pre­
vail on the legislature to impose Duties m the importation 
of Corn* and being tontine##*' that such & measure would griev­
ously oppress the labouring clue###* would be ruinous to 
Irateemen and' tamfaeburers* would* in- the eni* be injurious 
to. the irprtrs of Corn and. the Owners of .hand themselves* and 
might possibly disturb the peace of hie Majesty*# Dominions* 
srefu##f that yon will be pleased to oowen# a netting of the 
County on a day as little diet ant as nay be convenient* in 
order to take into consideration and to discuss the propriety 
of presenting .a Petition to the two Souses of Parliament, 
earnestly praying* that no such measure any be adopted* and 
also praying for a repeal of laws* hostile to our rights and 
liberties * passed during the late wars* and for a constitu­
tional Beform in the Commons1 louse of Parliament,. *
that the said High Sheriff1 has refused to call such Meet­
ing of the County, and that*; therefore* your Petitioner* 
deeply impressed with th# injurious' tendency of any law to 
prohibit.* or restrain* the importation of Cow.* tos itea 
humbly presumed to make his individual appeal to the Wisdom* 
the dustioe* the Humanity of your lordships*
.that your f%tifientr doe®, not presume to be competent to 
judge of the precise degree in which the Merchants* traders* 
and Manufacturers of this kingdom may be affected by the pro­
posed law; but while ##«# toils him, that it must
sirltmsiy injure the## tits### of tb# community* that it must
*f©%fe«rtt, mxks* VI, 349-351*
m  enhance am# uphold the price tf shipping* freight* and 
manufactured .good#,, m  to transfer the building tf ships* the 
employment tf shift* the making .tf goods* together with vast 
numbers tf persons in tearth tf better living on their in- 
comea , leaving their thari #f •the tag#® to he paid by those 
who remain* md that* ftt* out tf diminished means arising 
from a diminished demand for their produce* their manufac­
tures* ami their professional laboursi while common seme# 
says this to your Petitioner* his own experience, as an owner 
and cultivator of land* enables him to state with more pre­
cision, to your lordships, the grounds of his conviction* that 
any law tending to rai#t* or keep up* the price of Com* will 
prove in the end* to be no benefit* but an" injury to the owner 
and the oulbiimief of -the land*
that your' Petitioner 'has seen# with great surprise* that* 
in certain Petitions obtained privately an# sent from this 
County* it has been asserted* that the' fey^sss of a farm re­
main nearly the same as when’ ©cm wag- atmexate high price* 
four Petitioner1# observation and experience enables him most 
positively to- contradict this very material fact* When Wheat 
sold at an averse of 100 shillings a garter.* the weekly 
wages of a labourer are from 10 to If shillings* the price of 
Brickwork, which was SO shillings a lad* or Perch* is now 40 
shillings* the price of Smith*# and Wheelwright * & work is 
experieacing a proportionate fall; and the price of plough and 
cart-horses has'fallen a full third.*
But#* there is another great head of expense* to which 
your Petitioner is particularly anxious humbly to solicit the 
attention of .your lordships* as it i# intimately connected, 
not only with' the comfort' of the great mass of the people, 
but with their political* civil*, and. moral conduct; namely* 
fhe foer*s Bates* which* in the Parish of Bishop*# Waltham * 
where the'.Mai of your Petitioner principally lies* have been 
reduced in. such a degree* that your Petitioner has.ha# to pay, 
in the said parish*, luring the year just now expiring* one- 
fifth less than ht ted to pay during the Inst year* with the 
pleasing prospect of a progressive diminution in this head of 
expense ami In the vast numbers #f ttoet persons* wh# are now 
Included under the degrading appiltation of paupersf who* in 
.entering the pale of pauperism hart* in general*: left behind 
them .all those sentiments of Independence, of patriotism, of 
love of liberty*, of hatred of oppression* Cor which the very 
lowest- class## of Englishmen were, in. tower times $# highly 
distinguished, and have, along with the name and garb of 
paupers* assumed the tone and the manners -if slaves,:
for the practical* the undeniable proof* that high 
prices have an immediate tendency towards the creating of 
pampers| your Petitioner humbly begs leave to refer your lord- 
ships to the official documents amongst the record# of your 
light Honourable House, where it clearly appears, that pauper­
ism, kept in check for a long series of years by the native
spirit of the people, was let loose like s torrent over the 
land by the enormous prices during the late wars,* which*. is. 
depriving mm of their food, deprived them, and even their 
children of that sham#* which had before kept them from the 
Poor-list; and* therefore* your Petitioner cannot hut view 
with profound sorrow* that a legislative act should he in 
contemplation* having* aa he firmly believes* a tendency to 
prevent for ever the restoration of the labouring classes 
t© their former state of comfort* of independence of mind* 
and of frankness .ani.-.bilimeis of manners*”
Tour Petitioner is well aware* that* unless prices be 
raised and upheld* it will be impossible for the owners and 
the cultivations of the land to -pay the fm m  that will exist 
after the ir©perty-fax shall have ceased; he is well aware* 
that to ensure them a high price for their Oorn is. the only 
means of enabling them to pay these taxes! but* then* he is 
clearly convinced* that a very large part of those faxes 
might be dispensed with; that the army and navy.* which 
swallow up to .'considerable & portion of them* might be re­
duced to the state in which they were previous to the late 
war* and that the- whole of the public expenses (exclusive of 
those attendant on the National Debt) might b# reduced to- 
what- they then were* namely, six million# a year; mi thus 
without raising the price of Gora, the credit,- the safety, 
the honour'-of the nation, might ell. be amply provided for and 
se-iurii-*
for these reasons your fetitloner humbly prays.* that your 
lordships will not mpa. any law to prohibit, or restrain the 
Imno rt at ion, of Gpfn-f 'and*" as the nation* once more*' happily 
sees the daysof peace, he also prays for the repeal of all 
the laws* laving new restrictions on the .Press* passed- during 
the late' wars;' ted further § he most humbly but most earnestly 
prays and implores .your- lordships to- take’ into- your early 
consideration that; subject* which* in point of real Import­
ance* swallows up all. otherss namely, the- state of the 
i©presentation of the people- in the Wmmmm* louse of Parlia­
ment#
.And your Petitloner shall ever pray*
considered steps, to bring back out* commercial legislation 
to the straight and Simple line #f wisdom* than to- increase 
the deviation* by subjecting additional and extensive branoh.es 
o# the public interest to fresh systems of artificial and in* 
jurleus restriction.
2ndly, Because we think that the great pra? 
g all commerce unfettered, applies more 
till stronger grounds of Justice as well as of policy, to 
the Corn trade than to any other. Irresistible indeed must 
be that necessity which could, in our judgment, authorize
eeMumiby.*
3rdi|?> Bgg&tifa -w# think that tit expgetstiefis of mltl- 
mate benefit fm m  this measure art founded #a -a delusive 
theory. ¥t cannot persuade ourselves that this law will ever 
contribute to preauoe plenty*:- cheapness, of steaiintss of' 
frite; a# long as it operates at mil.*, its effects Mat be the 
opposite of bfceee. Monopoly is the parent of scarcity* #f 
dearness, and of uncertafaty*. to fat off my of the source# 
of supply * ban only tend to leasfh its abundances to close 
against ourselves the cheapest market for any commodity* must 
enhance the price at which we purchase itf and to confine the 
consumer of com to “the preface of hie own country* is to 
refuse to ourselves the benefit of that provision which 
frovidence itself % m  mate for- equalizing to man the varia­
tions of season and of climate#
4thly# lut whatever may be the future. m m pqumms of 
this law at some-distant a M  ■ uncertain period.* we see with 
pain, that these hop## fast he purchased' at the expense of a 
great ant present evil* to compel the consumer to purchase 
Com dearer at home than, it might be imported f rom abroad * 
la the immediate practical -effect of this law; in this, m y  
alone can it operate; its present protection* its promised 
extension of agriculture* must result (if at all) from the 
profits which if creates'by keeping up the price of Com to 
an. artificial- level % these future benefits are the conse­
quence# expected, from giving a bounty to the grower of Oorn* 
by a tar levied on its consmer#
Bthly* Because we think that the adoption of any- perm­
anent law. for such a purpose required the' fullest- .and most 
laborious investxga felon# lor w ould it have been sufficient 
for our- satisfaction* ■ could w# have- been, convinced of the 
general •policy of m hazardous an experiment* a still further 
enquiry would" .lave bom necessary W  persuade m. that the 
.§resent memmM was fit for its adoption* In such an enquiry, 
m  must have had the mrnmm of. satisfying ourselves-what its 
immediate operation will be* as connected with the various 
and pressing circumstances of public difficulty ami distress 
With which the country is now surrounded; with the -stmt#- tf 
mm- circulation and currency; of our agriculture. and. maun- 
fatiures; of our- internal and ejrfcermel commerce; mM. above 
all* with the condition and reward of the Industrious and 
Ifaowlng. classes of our community*
On all these particulars* -as they respect this, fatstiom# 
we think that Parliament is almost wholly uninformed; on all 
we see reason for the utmost anxiety and alarm, from the 
operation of this law.
lastly* because if we could approve of the principle 
and purpose of this law* we trunk that mo. sufficient founda­
tion has been laid for i+s details, fke evidence before us* 
unsatisfactory and imperfect m  it is* seeias to us rather 
to disprove than to support the propriety of the high price
adopted m  the standard of importation, and the fallacious 
■mod# by which that price is to be aao#rlaim#i*
fad m  all these ground© we ar# anxious to record our 
dieaemf from a measure so precipitate in its course* and* 
a# we fear* so injurious in it# consequences*
fagustus. froderio*. Duke of Sussex 
Wiliam fre&erlc* Bui:# ■ of mouSSitor 
William Wyndham jremvill#;* I S M ' OrSWll#
M  chard Colley Wellesley* lord .MollosiOV 
(Marquis of WellesleyT 
®eorge Capel* Barf of Mmnm 
teorg# Byhg* f is count fo-irfagton. 
j&oma&dte? Hamilton, lord 'Itatffim 
Bichard fronvill# Brydges”®iEdos * Marquis 
of Bmdd.n^tea 
lemry iromiey* lord Montfbrt 
Peter Bing* lord Bing'' 
fpederic Howard, SEC of Carlisle

labile loeametiia
yggJiltr* Lm&mt fiinted for J* Bodsfey* 1761
Oolleotiem of ateto papers* fiyelteMentsry pro** 
etedings and reports* m i  statistical records which 
art invaluable.# ’ Deed volumes fmm If 91^ 10151*
Briggs# Asa and lofen Savtlle feds#)* __  __ _
History* tendons Macmillan and Company*
' ' ' Coat alas documents relating to early nineteenth 
century -Great Britain#
Cobbeit* William (ed#l* Parliamentary History &g Bn&land*
' 56 vela* tendonr:f T 1 T t o i ^ l & M P *  ...
Cobbettte great contribution to the documentary 
records of tegfand# Chronologically arranged to 
*#
u 41 vote# let series.#
'Mthoritatl7e'''worM on governmental affairs# 
Parliamentary proceedings and speeches m  Corn tews 
presentei by legislators of particular value 
to this study# ;
Colo# @# B# H# and A# W# fflson («ds«}» British fe-rkfng
.Class Mo valent s. i Select Documents." 1789^1875# 
tendoni' Macmillan'^E3^Companyf 1991V
Valuable source material relating to the 
wooing people of England selected from the Place, 
Collection# Home Office Papers# and. 0* D# B* 0oXeks 
collection of boohs and pamphlets.*
Douglas# David Charles {£&#)« Bngitih Historical Documents.
' 12 vela# .lew 'forks Oxford.’ BhiVersity Press*
M « t  XI provides extracts of documents for 
this period
$reat Britain* Statutes fit 
f and 6 M* 6* c, 14*
%3 MU, e* 13*
1 %&* and HaW* 0* 12*
19 §00* III# 0* SB,.
30 fee* ||I# o* I*
M  §a## III* 0* 30*
33 §eo* 1X1* 0* 5#
35 §eo* III# a* 4#
36 §#0* 111* c* 3* e* it and a* 8*
39 and 40 §©0* til* 0* 7f e* B* and n. 9* 
44 §0©* 111* a*.109*
43 §ee* 111# ©* 86*
46 fee* III* ©* 97*
49 #eo* III* &* 13*
50 0eo. Ill* c. 19*
52 §60*. Ill* e* 3 / and 0* It?.
53 §00* 111* e* 7* '
54 §00* III* 0* 69*
55 Ctoo* III* o* 26*
Hansard.*.# Parliamentary Debates, 1st series*.
war# ©hanged to this title*
House of Oommdas Jouamal. 179S-4JI5*
leports ofcommittee appointments* accounts of 
petitions filed and other extremely valuable records 
found in these journals*'
of lords Journal* 1815*4814#
' 'TariouS aooounts and papers published in the 
appendix, of each volume* folwe XVII of significance 
in this stud^f
logins* James fiwin fhorold {ed»}* 4 OomnXete .Oolleotipn of 
the .Protests of the, lords.* 3 wl®*" Oxfords " 
SfSrendom'Press* IBfl*
0om law protests included with names of 
signatories*
tsannairc '»  r&su. ism en -n*o*y
Burke* Idmund*. 1 Noughts and teiail# on Scarcity*" fh#
Works of Idmand- Sstite* SOta*s British Classics* 
i'iSfi.;' fioadSHJ Bell and Dsldy, 1868.
Burke agreed with the doctrines of fret trait 
In m m  advocated In the writings of' Mara Smith*
Cobbebt* William* &avld# bo t^ nng. Hen* lenient iriffin 
Bohn -and Company* ISSt*
Author1# heat descriptive writing? relates the 
detalis of his army career*
Qohhett^ legacy M  labourers* lenient ffills*.
'#wett*iiit ffiixlv IlBSi
Sim. ■ letters addressed to the wording people tf 
Bngiani* Sohhett^s de&le&tiGn to the laborers 
revealed throughout M e  writing*
  Oobbttt*# Bauer tealnsi Sold* lenient w* .Moil-*-.
mmm* iiSST "
A criticism of the fending system of Creat 
Britain#.
  . . ....* 4 History of the last Stored Iays of lavish
...... greMS ♦ Mitea by 5v 1* ’ Haifiond* londoiu fhe
l a bour'Co* ltd**, and §* iHlen and Unwin# ltd**
i m *  *
Story of Oobbttt1# .struggle to continue Ma 
writings- for reform of the government*
... .. * life and, Mventurea of.Beter Foreapine* london?
" "  athe 1S2?* . . . . . . . .   ’  ' " " " " ■
Account of Cobbett1 s early years with- autobio­
graphical articles written while in the f * S* 1TS5-
imm*
* Burai tides* 2 wola* londons 1*. M* lent & Sons
  ltd.* 1912.
An. outstanding work describing the life and times
in iagiand*
... ... , Selections. from. Cobbe-Ws fofltteal Works* '’l&JLted
by ?oSnM7md'' lameiF*^ loiletir ¥  toIS7 *bndem i 
to# Cobbett* 1835*
Complete abridgment of the ICC volumes -comprise 
ing the golltidal te^ister and. Forounine edited’ by 
Oobbebtts sons* Many articles contained in these 
volumes are devoted to the subject of the Com laws 
providing invaluable source material*
Collection of ; writings from various publications 
t# present Cebbett’s opinions on many subjeots in* 
eluding himself*
Hughes* A* !!#. D*. (ed*)* .
Isa&v* Oxford! ularendon Press* 1951 *
'"" ''Contemporaries comments to- which is added some 
of 0ebbeti*s outstanding witimgs*
Haroballt William,* 'toral. Economy of Yorkshire* 2 vole*
iomiosi f* SiSdl*1788, .
Iffeeis of tlie enclosure movement on the changing 
countryside recorded by a contemporary writer,
Hetisel, william Cad*)* a t  n m s m
to a Seat in Par3
smith,
_  Bro&ress of a lleusth  _
IcndeStwmm? 1947
Comprised of ertraeilons from Cebbebt^ writings 
with linking passagea by editor,
figaiM
londini 'Henry irowie 
h, 'd*...
Cebbett was familiar with this famous work which 
presented a study of corn law policy* Smithfa writ* 
irga had an impact on the thinking of his day*
Smith, -Charles*,
dale* -1805*
the louden t stock*
tetremely valuable source material* Used by 
fadiaaeni in formulating the Com laws' of 1804 
* Contains supplements including writings by 
* Chalmers with, other significant documents 
concerning the Com laws*.
feeke* themes* A History of Prices and of the State of 
girod&tiienf^ 1837* 2 wols* hondon s
Ecn^anVOrme* Brown* Creenand ion^aans, 1838,
.4 work of great merit* Contemporary of Oobbett * &
writes ■©& the state tf the Com trade* M.. analysis 
of economic conditions^ crop infoaation.*. and rectrde. 
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# eoeho$to conditions leading to the passage
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tonally indicative of govermieni opinion* M** 
verttsements and letters to the editor reveal public 
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2 vols* XOndon 5 -etau- ■ p
A work oaf significance accurately evaluating 
the period under study*
Stephens, leslte an# Sidney if# {eds *)* Motionarir of
> tondemi- OsfoMlEIwisIw
frsss, ■ X8®PS
Brief biographies of prominent Englishmen,.
fraill, I* D. am# J. 0* Item lode*)* — TT—   —
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in the Jiiae* 
f Creen and
Considered the beet general histoid available. 
Presents a picture of-'village life and changing 
phases of agriculture with its subsegment involve** 
meni in the Com laws*
Baalish Social History
M, ‘  "
Survey of Sir Centuries 
ton a^ana, Creen'
■and Co*,
Contains two- chapters on Cobbett*# Ingland*
Wood, Anthony* gineteenth Century. Britain* lenient
tompiuas7 W S m ' and.' Co#, 1911)*
Cedhl as background material* Cites valuable 
information regarding economic and social conditions 
of the period preceding the form laws*
tepoblistiti Material
-Osborne, dote ■¥* Itlltam_______
„  '. 'folitloii' fdeaffi*
Boetoral' -fhsais,'" 19S1* " '
■Contributes to an understanding of Cobbett,
